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“...we often encounter thoughtful people who say:
“What science funding needs is far more rigorous
experimentation, to figure out what works and what
does not”. We agree. But what does rigour mean?”

Foreword

Michael Nielsen and Kanjung Qiu1

A

cross the research funding community,
there is a growing appetite for more
sophisticated approaches to evidence
gathering and experimentation, to
inform decision-making. Research funders are at
different stages of this journey, and don’t always
benefit as much as they might from the experiences of others, or from the latest academic work
in this field. This Handbook aims to provide a
practical resource for research funders looking to
move further or faster down an experimental path.
The Handbook synthesises insights from funders
within the Research on Research Institute
consortium that have conducted trials with new
approaches to review, allocation and evaluation.
From these accounts, we have assembled practical
descriptions of how to design and implement
experiments with funding processes.
Detailed accounts of the design and implementation of such experiments are relatively rare. Thanks
to direct contributions from the funders involved,
we hope to shine fresh light on the challenges
they have experienced and the lessons they
have learned.
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In line with RoRI’s mission to support more
dynamic, diverse and inclusive research systems
through evidence and experimentation, our hope
is that this Handbook will help funders in designing effective interventions that can be properly
evaluated, and yield robust findings and insights
of relevance to others.
An initial version of this Handbook was published
as a working paper in December 2021, and
formed the basis of a two-day workshop, attended
by around twenty-five research funders - a mix of
public funding agencies and private foundations.
Their comments and reflections informed this final
version, which will be supplemented by further
online resources at https://researchonresearch.org/.
Several funders participating in the workshop
were considering, or on the cusp of initiating, pilots of focal randomisation or other experimental
methods. Funders who are further on this journey
described the positive benefits to organisational
culture that can flow from trialling new approaches.
The main conclusion of the workshop was that
experiments with research funding are growing
in scale and ambition, but still have a long way to
go. There is a need for more robust experimental

studies, with defined baselines and controls:
ideally involving multiple funders, which will
allow for comparison across funding systems.
The potential of early pilots will not be realised
without more rigorous, long-term experiments
which can generate transferable evidence of the
pros and cons, opportunities and limitations of
specific interventions. Moving beyond analysis
of changes to applicant and allocation processes
to study the full impacts of different funding
methods on research outcomes will require
sustained analysis, as these take several years
to become apparent.
Peer networks of funders offer a route to sharing
lessons from pilots and trials, and to building
a more robust evidence base. There is exciting
scope for funders to work together – including
through the RoRI consortium – to deepen our
shared understanding of the value and limitations
of partial randomisation and other experimental
methods.
To support such efforts, in summer 2022, RoRI
and its partners will launch a new Funder Lab,
to support, scale and accelerate experiments
with research funding and evaluation. The Funder
Lab will provide collaborative infrastructure,

methodological advice and practical resources
to facilitate more rigorous and ambitious experiments by its partners and others.
We warmly invite comments on this Handbook at
hello@researchonresearch.org, and look forward
to seeing a growing diversity of experiments with
research funding in the years to come.

Matthias Egger
President, SNSF

Michele Garfinkel
Head of Policy, EMBO

James Wilsdon
Director, RoRI

Albert Bravo-Biosca
Director, IGL at Nesta

Gert V. Balling
Senior Impact Partner
Novo Nordisk Foundation
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Part 1
The case for experimental
research funding

Why should research funders experiment?
Across the international research funding community, there
is a growing appetite for more sophisticated approaches
to evidence gathering and experimentation, to inform
evaluation, allocation and decision-making.
This Handbook aims to provide a practical resource for funders
looking to move further or faster down the experimental path.
RoRI, Research on Research Institute

11

1. Summary

We want to improve how research
is funded, practiced, communicated,
and evaluated, so that it works
better for everybody.
RoRI, Research on Research Institute

O

ver the past five years, in response
to longstanding debates over
the strengths and weaknesses of
conventional peer review based
approaches to the evaluation of research proposals and allocation of resources2, a growing number
of research funding organisations have been
piloting and experimenting with new methods3.
However, in many cases, detailed descriptions of
the design and implementation of such interventions, and their effects, have not been widely
shared outside of the organisations involved.
This Handbook collects and synthesises information from funder partners in the RoRI consortium.
RoRI is an international alliance of funders,
universities and technologists with a mission to
use evidence and experimentation to improve the
way research is funded, practised, communicated,
and evaluated. The aim of this Handbook is to
provide practical, evidence-informed guidance
for funding professionals willing or interested in
trialling changes to their review and evaluation
processes. It includes practical instructions on
how to design, implement and evaluate trials of
partial randomisation and other interventions in
funding allocation.
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The aim of this Handbook
is to provide practical,
evidence-informed
guidance for funding
professionals.
The Handbook complements other outputs
from this RoRI workstream, including a study of
funder motivations for partial randomisation and
a workshop on experimental research funding in
December 2021.
This initiative is part of a wider movement to
create a culture of evidence-informed funding
and evaluation4 by (i) designing effective interventions that are fit for purpose and rigorously evaluated; and (ii) making this information available
in an accessible form. These goals are consonant
with broader moves towards evidence-informed
policy and practice as championed by numerous
initiatives in recent years5.
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2. Why experiment?

M

aximising the societal and
economic returns from limited
research and innovation funding
is important, as is distributing that
funding in ways that are fair and support dynamic,
diverse and inclusive research cultures. Despite
this, it remains relatively rare to see research
funders applying scientific methods to test the
best ways to achieve their goals6. As Pierre
Azoulay argued in a Nature editorial ten years
ago: “It is time to turn the scientific method
on ourselves. In our attempts to reform the
institutions of science, we should adhere to the
same empirical standards that we insist on when
evaluating research results8.”
Experimentation is a cornerstone of scientific
method, and as such, research funders are
intimately familiar with it. They devote billions
every year to fund countless experiments across
different disciplines. But look inside funding
organisations and a different picture emerges.
Despite the many challenges they face, research
funders often fail to invest even tiny amounts
in R&D activities to increase the impacts of their
funding, and rarely systematically experiment
with different ways to design and run their

14
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funding programmes. As a result, research funders
are missing out on opportunities to achieve
their goals in a cost-effective way, and to further
accelerate the progress of science

Learning through experimentation
While there are many types of experiments, all of
them have one characteristic in common: learning. They are intentionally set up to learn, so have
a clearly structured learning strategy, defined
ex-ante, that generates new information, evidence
and data. Therefore, a pilot “trying something
new” is not a proper experiment, unless the
systems and processes required to learn from it
are also put in place. Experimental organisations
systematically set out hypotheses, design ways
to test them, and gather data to validate or reject
them.
As with research experiments, policy experiments
can seek to achieve different objectives. They
can be focused on exploration and discovery, in
order to understand how the world works (e.g. to
diagnose whether there is bias in peer review). Or
they can be used for impact evaluation, in order
to find out what works, when, and for whom. An
experiment may evaluate the impact of a single
programme, test the impact of small tweaks to

that programme, or compare the impact of two or
more different programmes (e.g. in terms of which
is more effective at increasing interdisciplinary
collaborations).
It is becoming more common to use experiments
to optimise the processes used in the delivery
of a programme. These experiments do not seek
to measure whether a programme’s ultimate
objectives are achieved, but rather to improve
one of the steps involved in its delivery (e.g.
what messages are more effective at increasing
the number of funding applicants from minoritised groups?).

“If I look back on many years
of involvement in political
decision-making and policymaking around science,
innovation and R&D, I am
struck by how much of it
tends to turn on gut feel
of the individuals involved,
than on hard evidence and
analysis. This is of course
ironic, since good science is
all about testing hypotheses
against data, empirical results
and facts.”

The experimental process typically
involves three phases, and in this
Handbook we provide tools, methods
and case studies for each of these.

1
Diagnosing the issue:
before jumping into solutions,
an experimental funder will spend
time and resources to understand
what really is the issue – which will
help in the next step;

2
Designing a solution:
ensuring the proposed solution
actually address the challenge;

3
Testing the solution:
evaluating the solution using robust
experimental methods, paving the way
to scaling the ones that work.

Sir John Kingman
Reflections on his time as Chair of UK Research
and Innovation, 14 July 20217.

The case for experimental research funding | Part 1
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The process does not end when the results of
the test become available. Instead, organisations
that have successfully embraced a culture of
experimentation ensure the resulting learning and
evidence is used in decision-making – scaling-up
successful ideas while continuing to experiment
and iterate.

The benefits of experimenting
Embracing experimental approaches in an
organisation provides multiple benefits. First, the
evidence generated can help save money because
experiments allow funders to identify and address
ineffective activities early on. Experiments can also
help increase the impact of existing programmes
by regularly testing tweaks to the way they are
delivered. Experimenting with new programmes
can strengthen their design from the outset, by
testing different versions or components, and
understanding how they fit together. When it
comes to deciding which programmes to scale,
randomised trials are especially well-suited to
inform decisions, because their results typically
come in the form of a robust quantitative estimate
that can be used as the basis for a cost-benefit
analysis. The discipline required to undertake
experiments also encourages a finer-grained look
at an organisation’s data and processes, which can
provide substantial benefits in its own right (such
as helping to explore why organisations do things
in a particular way and whether the assumptions
underlying these decisions are justified). Organisations that can provide better evidence on their
decisions and their impacts can make a stronger
case to their funders, supporters and stakeholders, and this supports enhanced trust and buy-in
(including from their own funding applicants).
An often overlooked benefit of experimentation
is how it encourages organisations to become
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more agile and adaptive, continuously searching
for new ideas to test rather than defaulting to
the status quo. In addition, experimentation can
help to de-risk the process of exploring new ideas.
By starting small and testing effectiveness early,
experiments can make it easier for risk-averse
organisations to sample new approaches and venture into more innovative fields, without having to
commit large amounts of resources (or reputation)
in the process. As with any other innovation,
some experiments will undoubtedly fail, but these
are “good failures” that create useful knowledge
and prevent “bad failures” from happening. In
other words, they are small-scale, controlled, and
essential if we want to understand what works in
an uncertain and complex world.

Small steps to bigger change
Starting on a journey of experimentation requires
only small steps, which even organisations
with limited resources can take. Many fear that
experiments are too complex and disruptive of
the status quo assuming any trial must randomise
large sums of funding, or radically alter the way
a programme is run. Yet as this Handbook shows,
there are many ways to become experimental, and
potential reasons to do so.
The value of embracing experimentation has been
demonstrated in many fields, including health,
development and education. Well-known examples include the MIT Poverty Action Lab (JPAL)9,
founded by Nobel prize winner’s Abhijit Banerjee,
Esther Duflo, and Michael Kremer, which has set
up over 1000 experiments to uncover the most
effective interventions to fight poverty, helping
to improve the lives of millions and transforming
research in this field. Similarly, the UK-based Education Endowment Foundation10 has conducted
over 150 experiments involving more than 14,000

schools and 1,500,000 pupils in order to test
different ways to improve educational outcomes.
Both of these examples highlight how our priors,
beliefs, hypotheses or models can be wrong, and
there is no substitute for testing programmes
rigorously in the real world.
Despite frequent calls to increase experimentation
in the field of research funding(4,11,12) and initiatives
like RoRI13, the Innovation Growth Lab14 and the
Laboratory for Innovation Science at Harvard15,
we have not yet seen a similar take up of experimentation in this field. But support for increased
experimentation is widespread across the
research community among researchers, funders
and governments. Experimentation offers a path
to tackle dissatisfaction with processes of funding
allocation and to improve their effectiveness. The
examples presented in this section demonstrate
the feasibility and value of this approach.

Science funders gamble on
grant lotteries
A growing number of research agencies are
assigning money randomly.
By David Adam | 20 November 2019
www.nature.com
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586019-03572-7

Scan the QR code with your
smartphone camera or a QR reader
and find the article.

This recent Nature article1 notes a
growing number of funder experiments
with randomisation of research funding.

The case for experimental research funding | Part 1
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3. Tools for experimenting
with research funding

RoRI’s goal is to achieve more
efficient, dynamic, diverse
and inclusive research systems
through rigorous evidence
and experimentation.
RoRI, Research on Research Institute

T

his section will introduce the main
tools and methods you can use to
experiment with funding processes.
As described in the previous section,
we have broken down the process into three
phases. We start with diagnose, which revolves
around understanding what the problem is really
about. In this section, you will find approaches
to help identify the challenge you are facing,
interrogate your assumptions, and get to the root
causes behind the issue. Next, the design phase
focuses on developing an intervention to address
the problem that has been identified. The final
section, evaluate, suggests a number of approaches to track whether your solution worked
as intended.

hypothetical, as real-world experiments remain
so rare. Finally, we have added external links
where you can find out more.

Experimentation need
not to be a linear process
– you might move back
and forth between each
phase, as you discover more
about the challenge you are
tackling.

Experimentation need not to be a linear process
– you might move back and forth between each
phase, as you discover more about the challenge
you are tackling. And the tools presented are not
mutually exclusive; you will often benefit from
mixing and matching them. For each method or
approach introduced, we have provided examples to illustrate how it might be applied in the
science funding context. While we have tried to
ensure that these are realistic, they remain largely

18
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3.1 Tools to diagnose weaknesses
in your funding processes
1
Gathering information
about the problem
Section 2 discussed a number of challenges that
funding organisations might encounter. While it
is natural to strive for fixes for these, people can
sometimes be too quick to jump to solutions,
being confident that they understand the underlying problem. It is usually better to spend time
properly diagnosing what the issue is. Doing so
can help you:
•

Target your solution so that it addresses the
right problem;

•

Understand the limitations of your solution,
as you will likely be unable to fix everything
at once;

•

Avoid breaking what’s not broken!

Below we present a range of tools and methods to
diagnose the issue you are facing. Those you apply
will depend on context, but will likely involve
three steps: first, gathering information about
the problem; then, analysing and synthesising the
problem; and finally, defining the problem. We
cover each step in turn.

20
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Gathering information about the problem

1. Gathering information
about the problem.
2. Analysing and
synthesising the
problem.
3. Defining a problem
statement.

Section 3.1.1

Section 3.1.2

Interviews

Shadowing

A useful first step is to conduct a few interviews of
users or key actors to check your initial assumptions, and uncover additional ones. This can seem
quite basic, but it is often crucial to ensure you
are heading in the right direction. For instance,
imagine your organisation is convinced the reason
why early-career researchers do not apply to a
specific funding stream is because of the complexity of the application process. Before jumping to
any solutions, a simple first step would be to reach
out to a number of researchers in that category,
and ask them whether this is the case.

Some insights won’t come out in interviews, e.g.
because the actors aren’t consciously aware of the
phenomenon. As a result, it could be more useful
to observe actors (e.g. researchers and reviewers)
‘in the field’. One way to do this is to shadow a
process, taking notes as it happens. For example,
if you are interested in understanding dynamics
among peer reviewers (‘do most funding decisions get made by senior members?’), you could
‘shadow’ a number of panel meetings, using a
pre-established plan to track certain actions.

Read more about
Interviews here16:

Read more about
shadowing here17:

www.diytoolkit.org

www.diytoolkit.org

https://diytoolkit.org/tools/interview-guide/

https://diytoolkit.org/tools/shadowing/
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2
Gathering information about the problem
Section 3.1.3

Section 3.1.4

Collecting new data

Matching assessment
and outcome data

It might seem obvious, but often the data to check
our assumptions isn’t there. There are no substitutes for evidence directly addressing a question;
collecting the necessary data, while burdensome,
can both surprise and clarify. For example, if your
organisation is trying to reduce the burden of
assessing grant applications on reviewers, it is
useful to have high-quality data on how long the
reviews take. You could ask reviewers to report
how much time was used immediately after a
review, or automate data collection by tracking
the time taken on the review website.
Sometimes this will need additional steps, such
as setting up small scale experiments to collect
data on alternative approaches. For instance,
if you want to know the extent to which peer
review scores depended on the match between
reviewer and applicant characteristics, simply
collecting data might not be sufficient – especially
if there is not enough variation in the characteristics of your current reviewers. To address this,
you could set up a ‘shadow panel’, introducing
reviewers with different characteristics, and
collect data on their scores.
Read more about shadow experiments in
Section 3.3.2.
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Many useful questions about the assessment
process can only be answered by matching data
from peer review to funding or research outcomes
(publications, subsequent funding, etc.). You
might, for instance, be interested in finding out
which is better (in terms of research outcomes):
a proposal where reviewers strongly disagree, or
one where they agree (assuming the two proposals share the same average reviewer score)? This
question can only be answered by matching data
on reviewer scores to ultimate project outcomes.
Alternatively, your organisation might be concerned with biases in the review process. You
might ask whether there are applicant or proposal
characteristics that predict project success but
not funding outcomes, as studied by BanalEstañol et al18.

Analysing and
synthesising
the problem

Analysing and synthesising the problem
Section 3.1.6

Section 3.1.7

Creating ‘personas’

User journey

A useful way to synthesise the information
gathered with the previous tools is to create
‘personas’. The idea is to map the different incentives, motivations, and behaviours of relevant
actors (applicants, grant managers, peer reviewers
etc.) based on evidence you have collected,
categorising them into distinct groups. Doing so
can help target solutions to the right actor. For
instance, imagine you wanted to foster collaborations between researchers in related disciplines.
After conducting a number of interviews and
collecting some data through a survey, you could
taxonomise researchers into a few personas (the
‘lone wolf’, the ‘timid collaborator’, the ‘enthusiastic
partner’, etc.).

To identify the pain points faced by those you
are trying to help, a useful approach is to map
out each step required of them, and come up
with reasons at each stage that might explain the
problem. For instance, if you’re trying to understand why most applications you fund are from a
specific type of researcher (e.g. senior, male), you
could map the journey of applicants from finding
out about the programme to getting the funds,
collecting data to identify the steps where other
types of applicants drop off.

Section 3.1.5

Simulations
For some questions you might already have the
data, but you would like to understand better
what would happen if things were organised differently. Simulations can be a useful tool here. For
example, you might be interested in finding out
whether adding additional peer reviewers would
improve the accuracy of funding decisions. You
could run a simulation, like the one conducted by
Graves et al.19, to investigate how average scores
would change with additional reviewers, based on
data from past assessments.

Read more about
personas here20:

Read more about
user journeys here21:

www.opendesignkit.org

www.diytoolkit.org

http://opendesignkit.org/methods/
personas/

https://diytoolkit.org/tools/experience-map/
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Further resources
•

Design Thinking Canvas24
http://designthinkingcanvas.co.uk

3
Defining a
problem statement

Defining a problem statement
Section 3.1.8

Section 3.1.9

Point of View (problem statement)

Problem definition

Having synthesised the key aspects of your problem it is useful to come up with a clear statement
of the problem. An approach commonly used in
the design thinking process, a Point of View (POV)
is a problem statement that is actionable. The POV
should never contain any indication to the solution and be wide enough to allow for solutions
beyond the status quo.

If you are working in a team to define the problem
based on all the facts gathered or multiple Points
of View, the problem definition tool is a helpful
way to get everyone on the same page by focusing on what is most important.

•

https://media.nesta.org.uk/documents/nesta_ideo_guide_jan2017.
pdf

•

Read more about
POV and problem
statements here24:

Read more about
problem definition
here25:

http://designthinkingcanvas.co.uk

www.nesta.org.uk

Nesta/IDEO Guide25 (pdf )

Human Centred Design resources26
https://www.forgov.qld.gov.au/
service-delivery-and-communitysupport/design-and-deliver-publicservices/customer-experiencetraining/human-centred-design/
human-centred-design-resources

https://media.nesta.org.uk/documents/
nesta_ideo_guide_jan2017.pdf

24
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3.2 Tools to design solutions

Once you have spent time really understanding
the problem, it is time to devise an intervention to
address it. The beauty of experimentation is that
you don’t need to stick to one specific solution:
you can compare multiple approaches – and test
which one is best (see 3.3 for more on evaluating
interventions).
The key is to ensure that the intervention you’ve
come up with will actually address the challenge.
In this section we present a number of approaches
to help you do that, which can be combined or
used individually.

26
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The beauty of
experimentation is that
you don’t need to stick
to one specific solution:
you can compare multiple
approaches – and test
which one is best.

Section 3.2.1

Section 3.2.2

The ‘Double Diamond’ framework

Using behavioural insights

A useful starting point is to consider the Design
Council’s Double Diamond framework. As discussed in Nesta’s Experimenter’s Inventory27, this
framework “proposes that creative processes involve
a number of possible ideas being created (‘divergent
thinking’) before refining and narrowing down to
the best idea (‘convergent thinking’), and this can
be represented by a diamond shape. But the double
diamond indicates that this happens twice – once to
confirm the problem definition and once to create
the solution”.

One source of inspiration for solutions can be to
use insights from behavioural science. If you are
trying to influence behaviour (e.g. of reviewers,
of potential applicants), it can be useful to look
to behavioural mechanisms that have worked in
other contexts. There are a number of resources
available, such as the Behavioural Insights Team’s
EAST framework29, the Behavioral Evidence Hub
(B-Hub)30, and the OECD Basic Toolkit31.

In the previous section, we described approaches
to open up your thinking to better understand the
problem. Having defined the problem, you can
again make use of ‘divergent thinking’ to develop
a number of potential solutions.

An example of using behavioural insights could
be as follows: imagine that you are trying to
encourage applicants to make their data publicly
available by committing to it in advance. You
can test making this the ‘default’ option (whilst
allowing them to opt out if they really want), or
providing them a ‘social norm’ nudge highlighting
how many of their colleagues have already done so.

Read more about
the double diamond
here28:

Read more about
using behavioural
insights here32:

www.designcouncil.org

www.oecd-opsi.org

https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/newsopinion/what-framework-innovation-designcouncils-evolved-double-diamond

https://oecd-opsi.org/guide/behaviouralinsights/
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Section 3.2.3

Section 3.2.4

Section 3.2.5

Section 3.2.6

Involving participants in the design

Prototyping

Developing a theory of change

Piloting your solution

As in the ‘diagnose’ phase, it is always useful to
include a variety of relevant actors as you design
an intervention. This can help you quickly decide
which ideas are promising and which aren’t, by
taking into account their perspective.

Once your idea for a solution is starting to take
form, it is useful to start prototyping it. The idea
of a prototype is to create a simple or mock-up
version of whatever the solution will look like. For
instance, if you’re designing a new application
website interface, create wireframes for it; if you’re
delivering a training programme, outline a basic
version of the syllabus. The advantage of prototyping is that it allows you to build a small version
of your solution – with fewer resources than the
real thing – so you can learn and improve it before
investing more in it.

Once you have a clear intervention in mind, it is
useful to create a theory of change for it. A theory
of change is a document that connects inputs and
activities to outputs and outcomes.

When you have narrowed down your options to
one specific intervention, it can be useful to start
with a small pilot before scaling it to a full-fledged
experiment. This is especially so for larger interventions, such as launching a new programme.

A hypothetical example could be as follows: in an
effort to increase applications from minoritised
groups, you identify a lack of first-time applicant
support as a barrier to be addressed. You consider
designing a programme to provide group-based
support to applicants to harness the power of
peer networks. But after interviewing stakeholders – including some from the target group of
researchers – you discover that the peer support
element would do more harm than good.

Read more about
participatory design
here33:

Simonsen J. Routledge International
Handbook of Participatory Design. London
(UK): Routledge. 2013.
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The idea is to sketch out how each activity leads
to the outputs and outcomes you are after, which
can help you uncover tacit assumptions (e.g. ‘if
we shorten the grant application form, applicants
will need to spend less time on it’). A theory of
change can help you plan for the testing phase
by collecting the right data and asking the most
important questions.

There are a number of methods you can use as
part of prototyping. See, for instance, Nesta’s
toolkit34, as well as this prototype testing plan35.
This will not be always possible – if your innovation is an entirely new grant call, it will be difficult
to come up with a mockup– but it can be a useful
approach.

Read more about
prototyping
here36:

Read more about
developing a theory
of change here37:

www.nesta.org.uk

www.nesta.org.uk

https://www.nesta.org.uk/feature/innovation-methods/innovation-prototyping/

https://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/diy-learnmodule-of-the-month-theory-of-change/

Piloting helps you iron out implementation
glitches and issues you might not have been able
to anticipate. Depending on the success of the
pilot, you may decide to set up an experiment
to test it, or to go back to the drawing board to
design a different solution, re-starting the process
with the new information that you’ve collated.
However, a pilot won’t tell you about the overall
effect of your intervention – for that, you will need
tools in the next section (3.3).
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3.3 Tools to evaluate the
effectiveness of the solution

By this stage we assume you’ve spent some time
understanding the problem and designing an
intervention to address it. Now – before launching
into implementing the solution – you will need
to think about how you will find out whether it
worked.
There are many ways to do this – and often the
best approach is a mix of different methods. Here,
following the taxonomy in Nesta’s Experimenter’s
Inventory27, we divide them into three categories:
randomised evaluations; quasi-experimental
designs; and other (non-randomised) methods.

Three categories:
1. Randomised evaluations.
2. Quasi-experimental
designs.
3. Other (non-randomised)
methods.

1
Randomised
evaluations

Randomised evaluations
Section 3.3.1

Randomised evaluations
Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) are familiar
to most researchers, and are widely used in the
health sciences (e.g. to test new medical interventions). In a RCT, participants are randomly allocated to receive the intervention or not (or they
may receive different interventions). Because (on
average) the only difference between participants
is the randomisation, researchers can estimate the
causal average impact of the intervention.
In the scientific funding context, randomising
an intervention might not always be possible.
However, there are lots of ways to make the most
of the advantages of randomisation without
denying any applicant an intervention or treating
any of them unfairly.
On the next page we describe different ways
to use randomisation to evaluate changes to
funding processes.
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Different ways to use randomisation to evaluate changes to funding processes:
•

•

32

Randomising reviewers:
This is sometimes done as a matter of course,
but randomising assessors can be a useful
way to estimate their impact on the funding
decision. For instance, Boudreau et al.38 randomised reviewers to applications to study
the effect of ‘intellectual distance’ (i.e. the
proximity between a reviewer’s sub-field and
that of an applicant) on assessment scores for
medical research.
Randomising elements
of the review process:
This can be done within calls, while maintaining fairness. For example, to understand
how an applicant’s reputation affects the
assessment of their scientific ideas, a funding
agency might randomise reviewers such that
some would see the proposals anonymised.
Each proposal would be read exactly the
same amount of times anonymised vs not –
so they wouldn’t be treated differently. The
funder could then compare anonymised
and non-anonymised scores, and determine
whether there are systematic differences
(including for specific groups, e.g. research
from less prestigious institutions). Other elements that could be randomised within calls
are the evaluation of certain sections (e.g.
policy impact), the order in which reviewers
view proposals, or the stages at which certain
information is shared with reviewers (e.g. the
amount of funding being asked).
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•

•

Randomising elements across
funding calls:
Elements of the grant process could also be
randomised by call. This would likely only be
possible for large funders or collaborations
across funders. It might be especially useful when rolling out a new programme or
intervention that needs to be staggered by
funding calls anyway. For instance, if you are
rolling out an applicant support programme
for certain types of researchers, you could
start with only half the funding calls in your
portfolio. You could then track whether the
support increases applications from your
target applicant group in those calls compared to the others.
Randomising funding
(such as partial randomisation):
This is the focus of Part 2 of the Handbook,
where we explore in detail how it can
potentially be used to address shortcomings
in the peer review process. However, it can
also be used as an evaluation technique. For
instance, if you want to compare two ‘evaluation regimes’ (e.g. one where decisions are
made based on an interview, another where
they are made by reviewing a paper application), you could run both processes in parallel
(i.e. two separate panels each with their own
evaluation regime), randomising funding
for applications on which the two regimes
disagree. This would allow you to compare
the two regimes, while funding high quality
proposals (because they would be funded
under both regimes) and avoiding proposals
that both regimes would reject.

•

•

Randomising matches:
It is often possible to randomise how different
actors are matched to each other, and compare their outcomes to those of matches that
never happened. For example, Boudreau et
al.39 randomly allocated researchers interested
in applying to a grant call to sit in the same
information session with other researchers
(see Box 4.2 in Section 4 for more on this
example). They tracked whether researchers
who attended the same session were then
more likely to co-author an application.
Randomising messages:
Sometimes it is useful to test the best way of
framing a funding call, or an element of it. A
simple way to do this is to randomly vary the
messages sent to potential applicants. For
example, a funder might vary the language
used to encourage researchers to apply
for a programme, using existing evidence
to encourage applications submitted by
researchers from minoritised groups. (See
Box 4.1 in Section 4 for a case study on this
type of messaging experiments). Similarly,
you could experiment with how you communicate with reviewers (e.g. how criteria
are communicated to them), or grantees (e.g.
how flexibility around the grant is presented),
or even unsuccessful applicants.

Section 3.3.2

Shadow experiments
Sometimes changing the funding process
might not be feasible – for instance, because
the organisation is reluctant to change anything
before more evidence is available. In such cases,
it might be easier to set up a ‘shadow’ review
panel on which to safely test an intervention. For
instance, imagine you are interested in significantly reducing the length of a grant application
to limit the burden on reviewers. One step could
be to ask a shadow panel of qualified reviewers to
assess only certain sections of applications – the
ones considered crucial to make funding decisions – without using their scores to make funding
decisions.
You could then compare their rankings to the
actual rankings of the ‘status quo’ assessment
process. If they don’t differ by much, it would
be a good indication that the shorter version of
the application is valid. Notice that this could be
done by applying randomisation (in the example
above, by first creating a pool of reviewers, and
then randomising which form the ‘status quo’
and ‘shadow’ panels) or not. This experiment
does come with caveats: reviewers need to be
from the same pool; shortening the application
as a result might change how applicants write
their grants, etc.
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2

3

Quasiexperimental
designs

(Non-randomised)
methods
Examples include:
•

Quasi-experimental designs
Section 3.3.3

Quasi-experimental designs
Sometimes it will not be possible to randomise at
all, because of ethical, operational, reputational
or legal constraints. There are alternatives that
attempt to mimic random allocation. Because they
do not actually randomise, they rely on additional
assumptions. These approaches can often be
used ex-post; but it is often best to plan for their
use in advance, to ensure that everything is in
place – such as collecting the right data from the
outset. One limitation is that they often require
even larger samples compared to the randomised
approaches outlined above, and high quality data.
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•

Regression discontinuity designs (RDD):
This method leverages the fact that
participation in a programme may be limited
by arbitrary cut-off points, such as scoring
thresholds. On the basis that participants (e.g.
applicants) on either side of the threshold
are otherwise quite similar, RDDs allow you
to estimate the impact of taking part in the
programme or receiving the intervention.
For instance, if your organisation provides
application support to early-career researchers – defined as having completed their PhDs
no more than eight years before applying –
you could compare applicants just above and
below that threshold to estimate the impact
of providing support.
Matching:
This method involves finding a group of
individuals that are similar to the participants
based on a number of observable characteristics, to which the participants can be
compared. The quality of the comparison
will depend on how well the two sets of
individuals can be matched. An underlying
assumption is that the two groups do not
systematically differ in terms of ‘unobservable’ characteristics (such as motivation).
For instance, to test an applicant support
programme, you could find a group of researchers that match the applicants receiving
assistance (e.g. in terms of field of expertise,
seniority, previous publications, etc.).

(Non-randomised) methods
Section 3.3.4

Other non-counterfactual methods

Pre-post tests

In the methods described above, the goal was to
capture the effectiveness of an intervention by
comparing those who got it to a counterfactual
– i.e. a similar individual or organisation that was
similar in many ways but did not get the intervention. Sometimes this type of comparison might
not be feasible, or it might not be suitable, such as
when the timelines are very short and it is more
useful to get quick, suggestive results now rather
than robust results later. In these cases, other
approaches might be more appropriate.

This approach simply compares the effect of an
intervention on the individuals who took part. For
instance, a funder running a programme for early
career researchers might want to add a mentoring
intervention. It might not be possible to randomise this (due to reputation concerns) and the
funder might conclude that quasi-experimental
evaluation designs might also not be suitable
(e.g. because the sample is too small). In this case,
the funder could simply compare the researchers
before and after receiving the mentoring, for
instance by assessing whether it has helped them
to develop better research strategies.
Moreover, we may not be exclusively interested
in the impact of a specific intervention. We may
instead care about how a new policy affects stakeholders (e.g. are reviewers happy with the change
in assessment procedures?) or whether it can
be implemented as intended (e.g. does the new
process lengthen review timelines and increase
organisational costs?). These types of questions
can often be addressed using some of the Design
tools detailed above, such as prototyping.
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4. Becoming more
experimental

Ensuring that you learn
from your experiment
The crucial difference between an experiment
and ‘just trying something’ is the learning process.
Sometimes, experiments will have null results
– you find that your proposed solution did not
have the hoped for effect. This need not be a
failure; after all, you will have learned something
useful. But you do want to avoid null results due to
other factors, such as a failure to implement your
solution properly.

•

What could go wrong? In particular, if what
I hope will happen does not happen, what
might explain that?

•

How can we change the design of the
experiment to avoid that?

•

Is there any data or information I should be
collecting to track alternative explanations?

For instance, imagine you are testing the effect of
anonymising proposals by removing the title page
in applications. If, at the end of the experiment,
you find that most reviewers saw the applicant
names because they were mentioned in other
sections, you will not have learned much about
the advantages or otherwise of blinding. To avoid
this type of failure, it is useful to think about the
following:

To do this, a useful exercise to conduct before an
experiment is a pre-mortem – where you assume
the intervention was a failure, brainstorm why that
might happen, and make contingency plans.

Read more about
‘pre-mortems’ here40:

www.hbr.org
https://hbr.org/2007/09/performing-aproject-premortem

Further resources
Innovation Growth Lab,
A Guide to Randomised
Controlled Trials41.

I

n this section, we provide examples
and case studies that showcase how
the methods and tools described in
Section 3 could be used in the context
of research funding. While some of the examples
focus on how you could set up and evaluate
an experiment, some relate to other stages of
the process, such as improving diagnosis of the
problem. The case studies sometimes come from
other contexts, but we have tried to ensure that
they are related enough to provide a realistic
example of something that a research funder
might look to try.

Experimentation could
also be helpful in setting
the scope and priorities
of funding calls, or in
devising interventions
to foster good science
beyond funding.

We have broken down the grant making process
into four steps, from attracting the right kind of
applicant and proposal, to making allocation
decisions. This is not an exhaustive list – there are
almost unlimited experiments one could conceive
of in this field. Experimentation could also be
helpful in setting the scope and priorities of
funding calls, or in devising interventions to foster
good science beyond funding.

www.innovationgrowthlab.org
https://innovationgrowthlab.org/
guide-randomised-controlled-trials
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4.1 Attracting applicants

RoRI translated ideas and
evidence into practical, real
world solutions to improve
research systems and cultures.
RoRI, Research on Research Institute

For a funding programme to be successful,
the quality and diversity of applicants and their
proposals is crucial. But how do we make sure
that we are attracting a strong and inclusive mix
of applicants, and that they are submitting the
best version of their proposal?
Experiments can help funders test ways to answer
these questions, from simple messaging trials to
varying structural incentives. Here, we provide
case studies based on three relevant questions.

Case studies based
on three relevant
questions:
1. How the framing
of a funding call
influences who
applies (and how).
2. How incentive
structures and
funding criteria
affect applicants.
3. How funders can
encourage new
collaborations
among applicants.
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1
How the framing
of a funding call
influences who
applies (and how)

Box 4.1

Case study:

A messaging experiment
on applicant motivations

How the framing of a funding call
influences who applies (and how)
Funders will often seek to elicit applications
from specific groups of researchers (early-career,
researchers from minoritized groups, etc.). They
might also want to encourage certain types of proposals – e.g. ‘high-risk, high-reward’. Often small
choices regarding the way a funding programme
is framed (e.g. the language used to describe it),
could have potentially large consequences on
these outcomes.

If this is a concern for your organisation,
you could:

With a grant programme for social entrepreneurs, researchers studied the effect of various
messages on applicants and their proposals44. After entrepreneurs submitted an Expression of
Interest (EoI), the funder sent them an email with information on how to apply. The email was
the same for all applicants, except a short paragraph emphasising either:

•

A

The social aspect of being a social entrepreneur – highlighting the “opportunity
to make a difference by helping transform communities and tackle the many
social challenges we face”.

B

The cash element of the programme – reminding them of the amount of money
available if successful.

C

The support they would receive – in the form of 1-1 meetings with an Award Manager
– if they were accepted.

•
There is growing evidence of this from other fields,
e.g. in recruitment, where gendered language42 or
emphasising the competitive elements of a job43
may inadvertently discourage qualified women
from applying.
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Conduct interviews with: (a) applicants who
started but did not finish their applications; or
(b) researchers in your target group who have
not applied, to explore what elements of your
call (would have) discouraged them.
Carry out a messaging experiment, where you
vary the language used to describe the call, to
test which alternatives are more successful at
eliciting applications from your target group.
You could then also track how those applications fare in the peer review process, and their
ultimate outcomes if they are funded (see Box
4.1 for a real-life example in the context of
social innovation).

The researchers were interested in how these messages would affect who would end up
submitting a full application, and how much effort they would put in. Because the emails were
randomised, and the three groups receiving them were large enough, average differences
could be attributed to the messages themselves. They found that the groups exposed to the
‘extrinsic’ rewards (cash and support) had fewer candidates, and fewer applications targeting
disadvantaged groups; however, their proposals were more likely to be successful in the review
process. But when they tracked the funded projects on a number of relevant outcomes, they
found that the social enterprises in the extrinsic reward groups were less likely to be successful
compared to the ‘social’ group.
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2
How incentive
structures and funding
criteria affect
applicants

How incentive structures and
funding criteria affect applicants
Researchers decide to apply to a funding call
partly based on the expected risk/reward ratio,
which varies according to their characteristics
and the call. Varying the requirements (e.g. how
long the application should be) or the expected
reward (e.g. the expected likelihood of getting
funded) can change this calculation – possibly in
different ways for different kinds of applicants.
This can ultimately determine who applies, and
the content of their proposals.

•

Create personas, based on qualitative
evidence you collect, on the type of potential
applicants and what motivates them. Use the
personas to prototype alternative funding

•

Use behavioural insights to understand what
obstacles might be restricting the diversity
of your applicant group. For instance, one
study45 which attempted to increase the
number of women applicants for a role found
that clearly communicating the number of
people that had already applied was effective
– potentially by signalling the value of the job
role (a social norm).

There are different ways to use experimentation
to find out how changing your incentives and
evaluation would affect your applicant pool:
•
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•

Experiment with the scope of the funding
call, by e.g. opening different streams. For
instance, Howell et al.46 found that when the
US Air Force’s SBIR programme launched
an ‘Open topics’ funding stream (where
applicants could put forward their own
topics) along its existing ‘Conventional topics’
(where topics were imposed by the agency)
the type of applicants and their outcomes
when funded changed radically. This type of
changes can be evaluated with a pre-post test.

•

Change the incentives by altering the
funding amounts in different calls.

Experiment with evaluation criteria. Of
course, all applicants should be subject to the
same criteria. However, you could conduct
a messaging experiment where varied the
salience of particular criteria.
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•

3
How funders can
encourage new
collaborations among
applicants

To promote different collaborations, you could:

This effect could potentially have stronger
negative consequences for specific groups of
researchers (e.g. women, or under-represented
minorities)47. Moreover, funders might want to
promote multidisciplinary collaborations – which
can be hard to create in the first place.
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•

You could also use behavioural insights
to promote more collaborations at existing
events. For instance, Bapna and Funk48 experimentally tested two interventions to reduce
networking barriers to women professionals
in an IT event, designed to help participants
(both men and women) search for contacts
similar to them, and to connect with others.
The interventions were found to increase
the number of contacts women participants
made, and even their odds of changing jobs
subsequently.

•

Collect and analyse data on existing collaborations – especially more unusual ones (such
as between very different disciplines) – to
identify potential opportunities and gaps. If
the data can be matched to outcomes, you
could estimate which possible collaborations
might have the greatest potential.

•

Organise pre-application sessions that
facilitate collaborations. In these sessions,
randomise the match between researchers
(see Box 4.2 for a real-life example of an
experiment conducted at Harvard Medical
school).

Case study:

You could also randomise matches between
researchers with different characteristics.
This could be specifically aimed at creating
multidisciplinary collaborations, by inviting
those from different departments within an
institution (or across them). You could require
(or just strongly encourage) researchers
interested in applying to your programme
to attend a pre-grant ‘coffee and chat’ with a
matched researcher from a different discipline, tracking whether this leads them to
co-author an application (and if so, whether
they are more or less successful).

As part of the grant programme, would-be applicants were required to take part in one of
three information sessions. During these events, participants were asked to share their research
ideas in small groups of other potential applicants. Each researcher was randomly assigned to
a group. This allowed the study authors to track whether any pair of participants in the same
group ended up co-submitting a grant application, and compare them to pairs that were not
matched. In other words, was Researcher X more likely to collaborate with Researcher Y – who
was in the same information-sharing group – compared to Researcher Z who was randomly
allocated to another group?

How funders can encourage new
collaborations among applicants
Often funders may struggle to attract applications
from collaborations beyond the ‘usual suspects’.
This could be due to researchers facing friction
when forming collaborations (e.g. they stick to a
circle of co-authors they know, or work primarily
within their department, etc.).

You could test matching algorithms based
on different types of proximity e.g, based on
the fields and technologies they work on, the
challenges they are trying to tackle, or the
researcher characteristics, such as language,
culture, gender or seniority. By randomising whether you share information on the
suggested matches with researchers (e.g.
showing them only half of the algorithm’s
recommendations), you could estimate how
useful they are.

Box 4.2

•

Randomising researchers’ matches to foster collaborations

In the context of a grant opportunity for medical researchers at Harvard University, a group of
researchers conducted a field experiment to test the impact of reducing frictions to collaboration39.

The experiment found that this simple intervention increased the probability of collaboration
by 75%. What’s most striking is that all participating researchers already worked in the same
institutional context (Harvard University or the Harvard Medical School system), and were
based in the same geographical area.
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4.2 Selecting reviewers
1
Choosing the right
number of reviewers

Peer reviewers are central to the grant
assessment process, and selecting who is
involved will influence who you end
up funding.
Experiments could help your organisation
navigate a number of questions related to
how the reviewers are selected.

Experiments could help
your organisation navigate
between a number of
questions related to how
the reviewers are selected.

Choosing the right
number of reviewers
Funders have to navigate a fine balance
between having too many reviewers (which
can be costly and burdensome to organise)
and too few (which might be detrimental to
the quality of proposals selected).

To explore this trade-off, you could:
•

Leverage existing data on your past
funding calls to run a simulation estimating
the optimal number of reviewers in your
context. This is what Graves et al.19 did in the
context of a medical research programme,
finding that additional evaluators would
not significantly decrease the percentage of
applications in the ‘grey zone’ (i.e. for which
the funding decision was influenced by who
sat on the review committee).

•

If your starting number of reviewers is low
compared to similar programmes, you
could experiment with adding additional
reviewers through a shadow experiment – i.e.
maintaining the same amount of reviewers
for the official selection, but asking a number
of additional (qualified) evaluators to assess
the proposals. At the end you could check
whether using their scores led to ‘better’
funding decisions (in terms of programme
outcomes, such as publications).

1. Choosing the right
number of reviewers.
2. How reviewers’
expertise affects
funding decisions.
3. How to match
reviewers.
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2
How reviewers’
expertise affects
funding decisions

To answer these questions, you could:
•

Conduct interviews with your assessors, e.g.
as cited by Li49 where reviewers acknowledge
that if a proposal is not in their own subfield,
it can be regarded as “not doing science”.

•

Following Li49, match review scores to
project outcomes (such as publications) to
test whether assessors are biased based on
their expertise. Using an observational approach makes it more difficult to fully capture
the causal link between the two, which is why
randomisation – see next point – would be
useful.

How reviewers’ expertise
affects funding decisions
Evaluators are typically chosen for peer review
based on their subject expertise. But what is the
optimal level of proficiency in the proposal’s
sub-field? Proximity to the field might introduce
bias – positive, if the evaluator elevates their topic
area above others; or negative, if they are better
able to spot minor shortcomings.
Sometimes more than subject-related expertise
might be sought, e.g. if one of the goals is for the
research to be commercialised, or have policy impact, knowledge in those areas could be sought.

•

•
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Randomise assessors to proposals, allowing
for sufficient variation in the expertise of each
proposal’s reviewers. Leverage this random
variation to causally estimate the impact of
expertise on funding decisions. This is what
Boudreau et al.38 do in the context of a medical research grant programme (see Box 4.3 for
their findings).
Conduct a shadow experiment where you
ask evaluators with commercial or policy
expertise for their views on proposals (but
don’t use their scores to make decisions). You
could then follow up to see whether funded
proposals they scored highly did better
along relevant metrics (e.g. citations in policy
reports).

Box 4.3

Case study:

Randomising reviewers to understand
the importance of ‘intellectual distance’

Working with a research-intensive US medical school, a group of researchers set out to
understand the relationship between funding decisions and ‘intellectual distance’ – i.e. how
far apart the fields of expertise of applicants and reviewers are38.
To do so, they adapted the assessment processes of a grant for endocrine-related disease
research. The number of reviewers was increased to 142, with varying degrees of expertise
in the grant’s field. Single-author proposals were solicited and randomised to the reviewers,
generating a large number of evaluator-proposal pairs (2,130). By randomly manipulating the
distance in expertise between applicant and reviewer, this design allowed the study authors to
estimate the effects of intellectual distance on funding scores and decisions.
The results showed that evaluators “gave systematically lower scores to research proposals that
were closer to their own areas of expertise”, with large average effects. The researchers also
found that “more novel proposals [were] associated with lower evaluations, with magnitude of
effects comparable to those associated with intellectual distance”.
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3
How the match
between reviewers
and applicants affects
reviews

How the match between reviewers
and applicants affects reviews
Another crucial aspect of peer review is the
specific match between reviewers’ and applicant’s
characteristics. For instance, Banal-Estañol et al.50
show that panels of a particular funder tend to
favour applicants with whom they share certain
characteristics (e.g. in terms of prior research
performance).
This could be of particular concern for certain
groups and research topics. For instance, if there
is evidence that women and/or black researchers
choose to study different topics than their white
male counterparts, having a homogeneous
reviewer pool might lead to lower scores for topics
proposed by members of those under-represented groups51,52. One way to counteract this could
be to construct more diverse panels that include
assessors with a wide range of lived experience,
not just subject matter expertise.
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You could explore these aspects
using experimentation, for example:
•

•

Shadow panel dynamics to track how
proposals from specific groups or types
of applicants are discussed by different
panel members (e.g. applications from
junior researchers mentioned by more
senior reviewers).

Large amounts of time, effort and
money that are spent on research
could be wasted if research systems
aren’t as efficient, impactful and
fair as they could be.
RoRI, Research on Research Institute

In a shadow experiment, you could
oversample the number of reviewers
you need for the assessment, ensuring
enough variation in the characteristics
of interest (gender, institution, seniority,
etc.). You could then randomise which
assessments are actually used (following
usual practices, e.g. three scores per
proposal). By tracking funding decisions
by applicant characteristics, you could
study how different evaluator-applicant
matches impact funding decisions.
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4.3 Assessing proposals
1
What information
is requested
from applicants?

Once a pool of evaluators is selected, what input
should they base their decisions on? And what
process should be followed to score the proposals? There is wide variation in the types of questions, personal information and even format used
by science funders worldwive (see Janger et al.53
for a review).
Given these differences, what are the optimal
choices? The answer likely depends on the context
and goals of your organisation, which is why you
should explore options through experimentation.
Here we propose a few ideas in response to four
important questions.

Four important questions:
1. What information is
requested from applicants?
2. What information is
disclosed to assessors?
3. What evaluation
format is used?
4. How the order of reviews
affects funding decisions?
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To explore these questions, your
organisation could:
•

Use a range of tools from the ‘Diagnose’ and
‘Design’ sections to better align the information that is asked of applicants, and especially
the way it is presented. For instance, this
could help you pilot and improve on ways to
present research quality information (such as
adopting a ‘Narrative CV’ approach to applicant information)54.

•

If you are concerned that the length of
proposal requirements is deterring good
candidates from applying, you could map the
journey of an applicant and collect additional
data on the amount of time and effort each
section requires, to better assess which areas
of the proposal could be cut out.

•

These improvements could then be tested
either through a regression discontinuity
design (e.g. by leveraging applicants just
below and above the threshold to provide
certain information), or shadow experiments,
such as by asking certain reviewers to assess
a paired-down version of a proposal (and
checking whether their scores align with the
original ones).

What information is
requested from applicants?
As when choosing the number of reviewers,
there is a trade off between asking for too much
information (which will increase the amount of
time applicants spend – so is mostly ‘wasted’ for
unsuccessful ones), and asking for too little (which
might make it impossible to discern the quality of
proposals).
It is also important that the way the grant
questions are framed matches the information
reviewers need to make decisions. Moreover,
linked to the biases discussed above, the type
of personal information requested (and the way
it is presented) can have implications for which
researchers get selected.
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2
What information
is disclosed to
assessors?

What information is
disclosed to assessors?

There are a number of ways to experiment
with these questions:

Not all information collected from applicants
needs to be reviewed; often peer review is
double-blind. Some funders are already studying
the impact of blinding or ‘hiding’ personal information (e.g. at the NIH55, or in crowdfunding56).
Blinding won’t always work, as biases will often
manifest themselves in multiple ways, e.g. gender
differences in writing styles57.

•

However, it can be a powerful way to correct
for reputational or institutional effects, so that
proposals from less well-known people and places
are scored fairly.
There might also be interactions between the
impact of blinding and proposal novelty (e.g.
would a radical idea proposed by a young postdoc receive the same technical score as if it had
been submitted by a famous professor, and if not,
are we missing out on novel research ideas?).
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•

Randomise reviewers to view different
information (e.g. half single-blind and half
double-blind) – ensuring for fairness that
each proposal is assessed by an equal number
of reviewers in each condition (the proposal
could be blinded either fully or partially - e.g.
blinded evaluation for some criteria, such as
proposal novelty, but unblinded for other
criteria, such as ability to deliver, for which
the researcher track record is relevant). You
could then track whether their reviews vary
systematically. This is what Tomkins et al.58 do
in the context of a Computer Science conference paper review (see Box 4.4 for more
information).
Use a shadow experiment to retroactively
re-assess proposals, altering key characteristics of the proposals. This is what Forscher et
al.59 did with NIH applications to investigate
the existence of race and gender bias.

Box 4.4

Case study:

Comparing single and double-blinded review

To study the effect of reviewers knowing the identity of applicants, a group of researchers
conducted an experiment in the context of a computer science conference. (In this field,
conference papers are similar to publications elsewhere i.e.new research appears there first,
so full manuscript submissions with peer review are the norm)58.
The researchers experimented with the peer review committee’s approach to blinding, i.e.
whether the applicant’s identity was revealed to reviewers. In the context of this conference,
reviewers see all papers beforehand and can ‘bid’ for the ones they want to review.
The study authors randomly divided evaluators into two pools: half were blinded, the other half
was not. The blinding persisted throughout the process – bidding for, reviewing and scoring
proposals. Each proposal was assigned four reviewers – two blinded and two unblinded.
The study found that unblinded reviewers bid for fewer proposals (22% less on average). These
reviewers were also more likely to bid for papers from “top universities and top companies”.
Finally, unblinded reviewers were relatively more likely to give better scores to “papers with a
famous author and for papers from a top university or top company”.
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There are different ways to experiment
with the format of applications:

3

•

For multi-stage processes, match assessment
and project outcome data to check how
decisions change at each step. For instance, if
your application process has two stages, how
predictive are scores from stage-1 of funding
decisions after stage 2? If it turns out that the
top 10% of stage-1 proposals always end up
getting funded, is there a way to fast-track
them earlier?

•

Compare different evaluation regimes (e.g.
paper only vs paper plus interviews), running
each in parallel. You can then track which one
performs better (on whichever metric you are
most interested in, e.g. burden on reviewers,
diversity of the pool of funded researchers,
outcomes of selected proposals) in a number
of different ways.

•

With a shadow experiment: use the current
regime to make funding decisions, but
compare them with the alternative, shadow
regime (e.g. would the pool of funded researchers be different if you had ignored the
assessment that came out of the interviews?).

What evaluation
format is used?

We support, expand and build
capacity for interdisciplinary,
mixed-method RoR in and across
research systems worldwide.
RoRI, Research on Research Institute

What evaluation
format is used?
Beyond the information used, there are a
number of questions relating to the format
in which the application is presented and
evaluated. For instance, certain funding calls
require multiple stages, or an in-person
interview. These choices have implications
for the type of proposals that get funded.

With partial randomisation: run two evaluation
regimes in parallel, randomising among those
deemed eligible by either or both. This is the approach taken by an ongoing RCT60 (in a different
context of funding for high-growth firms). Alternatively, you could randomise proposals where the
two regimes disagree (i.e. reject applications with
low scores by both, accept those with high scores,
and randomise those for which the two regimes
have very different scores).
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4
How the order of
reviews affects
funding decisions?

These arrangements can be studied through
experiments, for instance:
•

Explore potential ordering effects. For
instance, research on evaluations of R&D projects61 has shown that a proposal’s chances
to get funded decrease if they are discussed
immediately after another successful project.
You could investigate similar ordering effects
through simple data analysis.

•

If you suspect there are ordering effects, you
could also randomise the order in which
proposals are reviewed or discussed. For
instance, each reviewer could receive their
proposals in shuffled order, to ensure no
proposal is unfairly disadvantaged.

How the order of reviews
affects funding decisions?
When assessing applications, organisations
make a number of decisions regarding the
order in which things are done.

Box 4.5

Some of these decisions might seem trivial
– such as which application should be
discussed first – but could have potentially
large consequences.
•
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Other important ordering effects may occur
when disclosing information to reviewers.
For instance, if panel members eventually
find out the other reviewers’ scores, at what
stage do you disclose this? (See Box 4.5 for
a real-life example of how reviewers change
their assessments based on other reviewers’
scores).

Case study:

How reviewers update their scores
based on others’ assessments

How do peer reviewers react to finding out whether their evaluation gave a lower or higher
score to a proposal, compared to other reviewers? To address this question, a group of
researchers worked with a grant administrator in medical research62.
In two related experiments, they asked reviewers to assess proposals. Once reviewers
submitted their scores, they were randomised to see (a) that other reviewers had given a lower
score to the proposal, or (b) other reviewers had given a higher score, or (c) again their own
scores. They were then given the chance to update their score. (Only the original scores were
used by the funder).
By comparing scores of reviewers in each of the three groups, they were able to better
understand the effect of disclosing information on other reviewers’ assessments on an evaluator. They found that assessors who saw other reviewers’ scores tended to change them in the
same direction. But this updating wasn’t symmetric: reviewers shown scores more critical than
their own lowered their scores by a bigger margin than the increase by those shown more
favourable scores.
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4.4 Making funding decisions

We bring together people and
organisations that care about
research, gathering information
and developing tools to inform
and improve how research is
funded, practised, communicated
and evaluated.
RoRI, Research on Research Institute
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After reviewers have provided their scores
and comments, all funding committees have
met, how are decisions actually made?
The answer will depend on the specific goals
of the funding call, the risk preference of the
organisation and other factors. In this section,
we discuss a number of ways in which funders
can experiment with the ways they make
decisions.

A number of ways
in which funders
can experiment
with the ways they
make decisions:
1. Aggregating
reviewer inputs.
2. Testing different
decision-making
approaches.
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2

1
Aggregating
reviewer inputs

Below we provide a number of examples:
•

Aggregating reviewer inputs
The first step before making any decision is to
aggregate the inputs prepared by reviewers.
These might include numerical scores, assessor
comments, funding recommendations by review
panels, and more.

•

There is ample room for experimenting with
innovative approaches in this area. For instance,
funders will often rely on consensus-based
approaches to aggregate reviewers’ disparate
choices. If seeking to fund innovative projects,
this might risk putting more novel proposals at a
disadvantage.
For a private sector comparison, venture capital
funds often select promising ventures through an
advocacy/champion model (i.e. only one member
of the committee needs to favour a proposal) for
early investments, but migrate to a consensus
model with later stages of investment63.
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•

You could simulate how alternative score
aggregation mechanisms would fare, and
in particular which types of proposals would
be more (dis)advantaged. This could require
matching assessment and project outcome
data (publications, further funding), to track
not just changes in the portfolio of funded
projects, but also their ultimate impact (at
least for funded projects).
To experiment with ‘champion-based
mechanisms’, you could ask reviewers to
provide a ‘gold star’ (as the Gates Foundation does) to their top proposals, alongside
traditional scores. You could then evaluate
whether this would have funded more novel
proposals through a shadow experiment, i.e.
still using scores for decisions but tracking
how the funding allocation would have
differed if you had used the gold stars.

Testing different
decision-making
approaches
•

There is often a tension between following
strict rules (e.g. fund all proposals above
a certain score threshold) and discretion
(allowing administrators to shift proposals
between successful and rejected proposals).
While there are competing rationales (and
no system will be perfect), you could test
the effect different approaches have by
matching assessment data to outcomes (this
may require asking administrators what they
would do differently if given discretion, if they
don’t already have it), checking how each
proposal performs against metrics or criteria
of interest.

•

Similarly, you could test the value of using
algorithms in the decision-making process.
This could be tested via a shadow experiment
or partial randomisation.

Testing different
decision-making approaches
The final step in the review process is to make
allocation decisions. This may be handed to
administrators or a budget committee. Here
again, experimentation can help explore
crucial questions affecting the quality of
funded projects.

Experiment with quadratic voting (as
suggested by Azoulay and Li4), a system that
incorporates intensity of reviewer preferences
by assigning them a fixed number of ‘votes’
they can distribute across proposals as they
see fit. You could test this with a shadow
panel run in parallel or retrospectively, or with
partial randomisation between two panels.
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Part 2
Funder experiments with
partial randomisation

Why experiments with partial randomisation?
Worldwide, there is growing interest in using experimental
approaches for funding research. Experimental research funding
is an opportunity to achieve goals in a cost-effective way, and to
further accelerate the progress of funding research.
RoRI, Research on Research Institute
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1. Summary

T

he second part of the Handbook
collects, summarises and synthesises
information from partners in the RoRI
consortium that have experimented
with partial randomisation of their funding
processes.

Our aim is to encourage experimentation among
funders and to support them to design effective
interventions that are fit for purpose and rigorously evaluated. This is in line with RoRI’s broader
mission to achieve more efficient, dynamic, diverse and equitable funding systems via rigorous
approaches to experimentation and evaluation.

Concerns about peer review
Peer review is a long-established mechanism to
allocate research funding world-wide, and the
main mechanism of quality control and selfregulation in research. But despite the trust of the
scientific community that peer review is “the only
effective way of properly assessing the quality of
research proposals”64 it is by no means a perfect
system. Its limitations have been widely acknowledged, as have concerns about its efficacy and
effectiveness65,66. Trends in the research system,
such as the increase of the number of researchers,
high levels of competition, low success rates, and
increased attention to the results of public-funded
research by policymakers and the wider public,
have exacerbated some of these concerns67.

Our aim is to encourage
experimentation among
funders and to support
them to design effective
interventions that are
fit for purpose and
rigorously evaluated.

Time consuming and slow
Peer review is time consuming, for applicants,
reviewers and funding agencies. High levels of
competition and reduced success rates in funding
schemes68, have the effect that reviewers are
asked to evaluate an ever increasing number of

applications, and so have less time to dedicate to
each evaluation. Reviewers also increasingly deny
agencies’ requests, so funding managers need
to approach many potential reviewers for each
evaluation round, which contributes to making
the process increasingly arduous and slow.

Conscious and unconscious biases
There is increasing evidence that bias related
to applicants’ affiliation, ethnicity, age, previous
funding success, research area and gender, affect
objectivity in selection processes49,51,69,70,71,72. These
risks increase when reviewers have limited time to
dedicate to evaluations.

Lack of efficacy
Studies on whether peer review is successful in
identifying the best researchers and the best
projects have provided contradictory evidence.
Some of these studies have looked at the career
trajectories of awarded and rejected applicants,
others at their productivity in terms of publications and citations73,74,75,76.

University funding in a nutshell
Thank you to errantscience.com

Part 2 first covers problems in peer review
that served as early indicators of whether or
not changes to processes are required. Next, it
describes four experiments with partial randomisation carried out by a small group of funding
organisations. These case studies describe in detail
each stage of the process and the results of the
evaluations, where applicable. Finally we include a
checklist of essential steps for any funder considering an experiment with partial randomisation.
funder experiments.
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Can I have
some money?

No

$
£
Small
research
group

Funder

You gave
them money?

Large
research
group

Ah yes, well
they asked
But I asked?

$
£

$
£
€
Small
research
group

Yeah, but they asked before
so they knew how to ask

Funder

£
$€
Large
research
group

£
Small
research
group

Funder

Large
research
group
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Lack of reliability
Studies have shown that the level of agreement
between reviewers evaluating the same proposals
is often rather low: ratings and scoring can vary
significantly77,78,79. This raises concerns about the
validity of funding decisions.

Conservatism and hindering innovation
Because of the limited funding available, peer
reviewers have been suspected of playing it safe
and selecting the applications that are most likely
to succeed, rather than risky and innovative ones.
A reason for conservatism is also that it is easier to
obtain consensus in a panel with more traditional
applications80,81.

Lack of transparency
The criteria used by funders and reviewers for the
evaluation and selection of projects and researchers are not always clearly stated, nor how funding
decisions are made. Many funders do not give
feedback to rejected applicants about the reasons
for rejections. Moreover, review reports are
typically not made public, reviewers’ names are
not always disclosed, and final reports of funded
projects are rarely publicly available82.
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Unable to make fine
distinctions between applicants
While reviewers are generally good at selecting
very good from very bad applications, they have
difficulties in distinguishing among qualitatively
similar applications. In competitive funding
schemes, these applications are typically found
in a middle ‘grey zone’, where reviewers face a
daunting task to select among them83. In multidisciplinary schemes, the grey zone might consist
of applications that are so different that cannot be
compared and selected against each other. The
forced selection increases the risk of biased decisions. It also increases the time spent by individual
reviewers on evaluating and the time needed by
panels to discuss and reach a consensus on grey
zone applications.

2. An introduction to
partial randomisation

P

artial randomisation (also known as
‘focal’ or ‘targeted’ randomisation, or
a ‘modified lottery’) is a mechanism
that complements peer review in the
allocation of research funding. Unlike randomisation in a general way, this mechanism is applied
only to a subset of already selected applications;
hence, the ‘partial’ or ‘targeted’ aspect. It relies on
peer reviewers’ expertise to first identify applications that are worthy of funding and those that
are not.

Partial randomisation
(also known as ‘focal’ or
‘targeted’ randomisation,
or a ‘modified lottery’)
is a mechanism that
complements peer
review in the allocation
of research funding.

Randomisation is then applied to select among
the worthy applications. There are slight variations
of this procedure, with randomisation being
applied after one or more rounds of peer reviewed
selection depending on the funder.
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2.1 What is partial randomisation?

Selection processes with partial randomisation
include different stages, starting with a preselection by the funders’ board or an external
review panel to identify applications eligible for
funding, and those of poor quality that should be
discarded. The applications that are worth funding
either are all entered in a draw directly, or are
either evaluated by the review panel to define
a cut off-line.
When a cut-off line is defined, the top applications
within it are selected for funding by the review
panel, and the remaining ones enter a randomisation process. There is also variability in the tools
used for the randomisation procedure, from a
manual lottery drum to different kinds of software.
Some funders reveal to the successful applicants
whether they have been selected by peer review
or by partial randomisation, while others have
decided not to disclose it.
The idea of introducing an aspect of randomisation in the allocation of research funding is not
new19,84,85, but so far only a small number of
funding agencies have tried it out. The first public
funding agency to introduce it was the Health
Research Council of New Zealand (HRC) for its Explorer Grants86 in 2013, followed by another New
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Zealand funding initiative, the Science for Technological Innovation National Science Challenge
(SfTI)87 in 2014. In Europe, the German private
Volkswagen Foundation (VWF) used it in a pilot
funding scheme, the Experiment! initiative88, from
2017 to 2020. An analysis of the experiments in
these three funding schemes is given by Avin89.
The Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF)
piloted partial randomisation in its Postdoc.Mobility fellowship scheme90 from 2018 and 2020,
and has since introduced it as a possible support
to peer review in all its funding programmes.
In 2019, the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) started
an experiment with partial randomisation in its
1000 Ideas grant programme91. Other European
funders have shown interest in trying out this
modification of the traditional peer review
process.
The first funding schemes in which partial
randomisation has been trialled are interdisciplinary small-scale grant or fellowship
schemes, with relatively small budgets and a
short time duration. Also, with the exception of
the SNSF Postdoc.Mobility fellowship scheme,
they provide seed funding for high-risk, bold

and potentially transformative research ideas
at an early stage that have less chance of being
funded through traditional schemes.
Smaller schemes usually attract a higher number
of applications and are more expensive for
funders in terms of costs and efforts than larger
schemes, while the benefits they bring are smaller.
Applying randomisation to small schemes gives
the opportunity to funders to offer an important
resource for researchers without incurring
excessive organisational costs92. Also, rather than
trialling partial randomisation in already established schemes, all funders have introduced them
first as pilots, either at the start of the scheme, or
after a few rounds of submissions. At HRC the pilot
initiative has then become a standard scheme;
SNSF trialled partial randomisation first in a pilot
scheme and then decided to include the possibility of using it in all its schemes when necessary.
Other common elements of the schemes that
have used partial randomisation so far relate to
the application process, which can be simplified, requiring short applications and a limited
amount of information; and anonymised, such
that applicants have to submit whole or parts of

their applications without disclosing personal
and professional information. These elements
contribute, together with the use of a randomised
element, to the funders’ aim to reduce bias and
limit applicants’ and reviewers’ work.

The applications that are
worth funding are either
all entered in a draw directly,
or are further evaluated by
the review panel to define
a cut off-line.
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2.2 Why partial randomisation?

The funders who have trialled partial randomisation
came to this decision by observing the decisionmaking processes in their funding schemes and
acknowledging some of the limitations of traditional peer review procedures.
Partial randomisation offered a tool to improve
their selection procedures while maintaining the
core mechanism for the necessary quality control:
expert reviewers’ judgement.

Partial randomisation
offered a tool to improve
their selection procedures
while maintaining the core
mechanism for the necessary quality control: expert
reviewers’ judgement.
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High level of competition
The limitations observed derive mainly from
the increasing high level of competition in the
search for funding: all funders have experienced a
general increase in the number of applications for
their funding schemes, which is not matched to
an increase in their budgets.

Reviewer fatigue
Reviewers are asked to look at an increasing
number of applications in most funding schemes,
so the time and attention they can dedicate
to each application is necessarily shorter. This
contributes to what has been called ‘reviewer
fatigue’, adding to the evaluation work reviewers
do for scientific journals, award committees and
institutional hiring and selection committees.

Reviewers’ limited ability to make fine
distinctions between similar applications
Moreover, the high number of applications makes
peer reviewers’ evaluation and selection of the
applications increasingly difficult, and highlights
peer reviewers’ limited ability to make fine distinctions among qualitatively similar applications.
These applications are found in the so-called grey
area between the top ones that will be funded

and the ones that do not reach the funding
threshold. In these cases, scientific arguments pro
or contra applications are no longer convincing,
and the risk that conscious or unconscious biases
influence the selection is particularly high.

A panel of reviewers cannot
cover all research areas
In the case of multidisciplinary or cross-disciplinary funding schemes, the problem is often that
applications might be so different that it becomes
impossible to compare them, and the reviewers’
expertise does not cover all the research areas of
the applications. Thus, niche or underrepresented
research areas have fewer chances to be funded.

Peer review is averse to risk-taking
Another challenge addressed by the funders with
partial randomisation is the conservative effect of
the peer review process. When budgets are tight,
bold, risky or unconventional proposals have
fewer chances to be funded, as reviewers seem
to favour projects with higher chances of succeeding. This is also the case when consensus in a
review panel is needed to reach funding decisions.
Partial randomisation seemed to be the appropriate

selection tool for funding schemes specifically
aimed at encouraging high-risk, unconventional
and potentially revolutionary research ideas.
The effects of these limitations of peer review can
be a combination of bias, unfairness, lack of diversity in projects and researchers, lack of innovative
research, and funding agencies’ difficulty to find
qualified reviewers.

All funders have experienced
a general increase in the
number of applications for
their funding schemes,
which is not matched to
an increase in their budgets.
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2.3 Arguments for and against
partial randomisation

This section summarises arguments about partial
randomisation suggested and discussed in the
literature. They do not correspond entirely with
the actual motivations of funders to trial partial
randomisation (which are the subject of a linked
study - see Box 2.3 below).

More has been written on lotteries in general, but
we refer here mainly to what has been written on
partial randomisation.

In favour of partial randomisation
•

•

•

Box 2.3

Why draw lots?
Funder motivations for using partial
randomisation to allocate research grants

93

The RoRI team has recently undertaken a small-scale qualitative study exploring motivations
and restraining factors on experimental approaches to grant allocation. Based on interviews
with practitioners and leaders from six funding organisations either planning or already
implementing partial randomisation in one or more funding schemes, the study highlights the
diversity of motivations at play, and ways in which funders rank and prioritise these differently.
•
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It eliminates bias and increases diversity
One of the most popular arguments in favour
of partial randomisation is that it would
make the allocation of funding objective and
reduce the risk of bias related to, e.g. age,
gender, ethnicity, affiliation, or research area,
as all meritorious applications have equal
chances to receive research funding. This
would increase fairness and diversity in the
workforce89,94,95.
It fosters innovation and creativity
Compared to only peer reviewed selection,
advocates of partial randomisation argue that
it can bring forward more risky, unconventional or innovative research proposals, which
are thought more likely to lead to progress
than conventional, lower-risk projects. This
would also increase thematic and methodological diversity in the research funded85,94,96,97.
It reduces reviewers’ and applicants’ burden
‘Reviewer fatigue’ is a concern voiced increasingly due the exponential increase in the
number of applications for funding. With
the use of partial randomisation, reviewers
still have to evaluate submissions, they are
at least relieved from the task of trying to
stratify qualitatively similar proposals, which
are often in a wide variety of subject areas.
Partial randomisation might also reduce the
time researchers spend writing applications
in the schemes with a simplified submission
process98,99.
It increases transparency
Partial randomisation makes the selection
process more transparent because all

applications considered equally deserving
are subject to the same known treatment.
This presupposes that the process is clearly
explained to all applicants3,94.
•

It is more efficient and saves costs
Selecting applications through randomisation
takes less time so it would increase efficiency
in selection processes84,98. It would also be
less expensive to manage for funders, and
the saved costs could be applied to other
priorities of the funder94,97.

•

Rejected applicants are
less disappointed
Applicants rejected via a partial randomisation system would be less disappointed as
they know they have been rejected by bad
luck and not by lack of merit1,92,95.

•

It makes explicit the role of
chance in peer review
Elements of randomness are intrinsic to
peer-reviewed selection processes, such as
the chance composition of evaluation panels,
the time of the day or the order on the list
in which applications are evaluated. Making
randomisation a formal part of the process
would normalise the fact that chance plays a
role84,92,97,99,100.

•

It addresses the lack of
reliability in peer review
Given the observed high variability in reviewers’ scoring of the same applications19, partial
randomisation would solve this problem in
the middle group of proposals that are most
difficult to discriminate92,97,100.
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Against partial randomisation
•

It undermines merit-based
decision making
The main argument against the use of partial
randomisation in funding allocation is that
it undercuts the fundamental principle in
science that recognition is based on merit101.

•

It lowers the quality of applications
In the schemes that have used partial
randomisation so far applications are
shorter by requirement. This is seen by some
as diminishing the value and the quality
of applications1. Another concern is that
applicants might be disincentivised to write
good proposals knowing that chance plays
a big role in the selection process, although
applicants know that a first stringent peer
reviewed selection will be applied, so they
would likely try to write good applications3.

•
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It may create stigma
and reputational damage
Researchers funded via partial randomisation
might be stigmatised; their merit or quality
could be undermined, and this would have
negative consequences for their career.
Similarly, funding schemes using partial
randomisation may be considered less
worthy, and so classes of funding schemes
with different prestige would be created. The
reputation of the funding agency could also
be damaged101,102.
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•

It undermines trust and credibility
Admitting that reviewers cannot distinguish
among similarly good applications would
undermine the trust of policymakers and the
public in researchers’ and funders’ ability to
objectively recognise quality and in the validity of the peer review system101,103. It would
also give the impression of a lack of will to
carry out a difficult task101,104. Using randomisation might not capture deserving researchers, and so reduce credibility of the funding
scheme or of the successful applicants105.

•

It undermines organised scepticism
Reading and evaluating applications and
debating their value with peers contributes
to maintaining standards of quality, which
would be endangered by selecting applications randomly101.

•

It creates new bureaucratic burdens
For some researchers, the use of randomisation would turn the intellectual process of
reviewing and evaluating research proposals
into a bureaucratic process, and it would
take agency and power out of the hands of
researchers and into the hands of administrators106.

3. Case studies:
Funder experiments with
partial randomisation

T

o date, only a small number of
funding agencies have tried partial
randomisation, although the idea of
introducing an aspect of randomisation in the allocation of research funding is not
new19,84,85. The case studies below describe in
detail the experiments with partial randomisation by three partners in the RoRI consortium
(Volkswagen Foundation, SNSF and FWF) and one
project partner (Health Research Council of New
Zealand). They provide practical and evidencebased guidance for funding professionals willing
or interested in trialling changes to their funding
systems.

Practical and evidencebased guidance for
funding professionals
willing or interested in
trialling changes to
their funding systems.
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3.1 Volkswagen Foundation:
Experiment! funding initiative

Experiment!
– In search of bold
research ideas
www.volkswagenstiftung.de

In 2017, the Volkswagen Foundation pioneered
a randomised selection within its funding initiative Experiment! – In Search of Bold Research
Ideas88 to support risky and exploratory research.
The Foundation took the challenge to tailor an
appropriate selection process for radically new
ideas lacking reliable preliminary work.
The key features of this scheme were short proposals, double-blind review by a jury, a decisive
wildcard for promoting great ideas that cannot
find a majority, and as a test run from 2017 to
2020/21, a partially randomised selection element
with prior quality assurance.
The introduction of partial randomisation is
considered a success. The scientific community was open for a change, other funders have
adopted the idea, and an accompanying research
(still ongoing until December 2022) has not found
major drawbacks.

With thanks to Ulrike Bischler and Pavel
Dutow of Volkswagen Foundation for their
contributions and advice on the text of this
case study.
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The funder and the
funding scheme
The Volkswagen Foundation107 (VWF; Volkswagen
Stiftung) is the largest German private funder of
academic research and education in the humanities, social sciences and science and technology.
The Foundation’s funds come partially from its
capital and assets of about EUR 3.5 billion, and
partially from the dividends earned from the
automobile company Volkswagen AG shares held
by the Federal State of Lower Saxony with the
Foundation as beneficiary. The Foundation is not
affiliated to the automobile company, but independent and autonomous in its decisions.
The Foundation’s Board of Trustees and, on its
behalf, the Secretary General decide how the
funding is allocated.

Start and end of the initiative
The scheme Experiment! – In Search of Bold
Research Ideas88 was developed by the VWF Funding division – with feedback from the scientific
community – and approved by the Foundation’s
Board of Trustees in 2012. Funding started in 2013.
Partial randomisation was introduced in 2017 after
four calls and after the Board of Trustees’ approval.
The funding initiative ended in December 2020
after eight calls for proposals. It is the Foundation’s
practice to stop successful initiatives once an
impulse is set. The ending of the scheme coincided with the development of the Foundation’s
new funding strategy.

Aims
The focus of its funding was realigned in 2021
with the three profile areas “Exploration”, “Understanding Research – Evaluation and Science
Practice”, and “Societal Transformations”, as well
as the cross-sectional area “Science in Society”. Its
annual funding volume is about EUR 200 million.
The Foundation receives about 1,000 proposal
outlines and applications per year and engages
about 500 external German and international
leading researchers for written reviews and as
panel members.
The Foundation was the first funding agency in
Germany, and one of the few funders worldwide,
to introduce partial randomisation as a trial in one
of its funding schemes, the Experiment! funding
initiative, from 2017 to 2020/21. This experiment
was in line with the Foundation’s goal to be innovative and drive development in the way scientific
research is evaluated and supported.

The scheme aimed at supporting unconventional,
bold, or risky research ideas in a wide range of areas
within the life sciences, natural sciences, and engineering. With this scheme, the Foundation wanted
to fill a gap in the national funding system, where
creative and unconventional research projects do
not easily pass conventional peer review.

Eligibility and expected outcomes
Eligible for funding were researchers, from young
postdocs to full professors, working at German
universities and research institutes, wanting to follow ideas that challenge established knowledge,
explore new fields of research, or try out new
hypotheses or methods. The scheme gave them
the possibility to demonstrate the potentiality of
their preliminary research ideas in a short exploratory period of maximum 18 months. The fact that
a funded project might fail or obtain negative
results was accepted and recognized as a possible
outcome and as a valuable learning experience.
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Amount and duration of grants
Funding was provided for up to EUR 120,000
(or EUR 100,000 until 2016) for a maximum of
18 months. The funds could be used flexibly for
personnel and non-personnel costs.

VWF’s motivation to trial
partial randomisation in
the Experiment! scheme
Box 3.1

From its initial launch in 2012, the Foundation
observed some limitations of the scheme:

Success rates
The scheme was very competitive, with 5,051
applications in total and 183 grants during eight
calls. Application numbers per call varied between
425 and 824 (last call), and the number of successful ones varied between 13 and 37. The success
rate was rather low (about 3.6 %).

•

Low success rate
Since its start, the Experiment! funding
scheme was very successful in attracting a
high number of proposals. However, because
of a strict selection and the allocated budget,
the success rate was extremely low (around
3.6%).

Novel aspects
The selection process was rather unconventional
from the start. It involved standardized short
applications, shortlisting by experienced Foundation staff (with doctoral degrees in the respective
or close disciplines), and a double-blind review
by an interdisciplinary jury, including an optional
decisive vote (a ‘wildcard’ or ‘funding joker’) to
override the majority opinion.

•

•

Jury’s difficult task
The jury had a difficult task to select among
many high risk-approaches, often without
preliminary work and of equally high quality.
Most funding recommendations were based
on consensus. The wildcard was used only in
a few cases. In particular, decisions on proposals from niche disciplines were challenging,
since not all subject areas could be covered
equally well by the jury of 8-10 reviewers.
Lack of diversity in successful projects
Consequently, the diversity in the funded
topics was lower than expected. Further, it
was apparent that young investigators and
women – though on the shortlist – were
underrepresented among the successful
applications, supposedly because they
lacked experience in proposal writing.

Benefits of partial
randomisation in this scheme
Randomisation seemed more suitable than
quota for young investigators or for neglected
disciplines, because an a priori knowledge of
possible underrepresented groups is not necessary: by definition the lot takes a representative
sample. With this experimental procedure, the
Foundation intended to contribute to overcoming
some of the recognised limits of the traditional
peer review system, such as conservatism and
bias. By shaping a funding scheme that ensures
a fair and unbiased selection, all eligible applications received the same chances to succeed, and
at the same time, the jury was relieved from
taking difficult decisions.

VWF’s motivations to
introduce partial
randomisation
•

It ensures diversity in topics funded
(only a limited range of subject/
expertise areas can be represented
by the jury); increases the success
chances of neglected topics and
unconventional ideas.

•

It increases diversity in the scientific
workforce (minority groups have the
same chance to succeed as other
applicants).

•

It avoids implicit bias (the lottery is
blind).

•

It is an alternative to the jury’s
difficult decisions in the grey zone,
easing the jury’s work.

•

Motivation to come up with unconventional approaches.

•

Unsuccessful applicants are not
stigmatised as they did not know
whether they had been discarded by
the reviewers or by the lot.

These problems are common in the peer review
selection in competitive funding schemes, and
other funders are trying out possible solutions
to overcome them.
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VWF’s decision
process
In 2017, the Foundation decided to tackle these
difficulties by modifying the selection process.
Using randomisation had already been suggested
in the scientific literature. As a private funder,
there was enough leeway for VWF to take the risk
of introducing a completely new and disputed
selection element. The funding budget was
also increased to double the number of funded
applications per year.

Program directors and the executive
management of the Foundation
The idea to introduce partial randomisation was
first discussed internally among the program
directors and the executive management of the
Foundation. A randomisation element in peer
review after a (coarse) quality check had been
met with an open mind, but not everybody was
convinced. In particular, the program directors of
the social sciences and the humanities still had
some reservations.

The application and
selection process
The Board of Trustees
The Board (14 members from academia, politics,
economy) had to take the final decision on the
deviation from pure peer review as the accepted
gold standard. A confidential paper written by
a program director was used as the basis of the
Board’s discussion. The paper included an analysis
of the course of the Experiment! funding initiative,
its shortcomings (low success rates, underrepresentation of minority disciplines, women,
and young investigators among the grantees),
potential positive effects of randomisation (no
bias, in total over many rounds equal representation, encouraging truly bold ideas) and ways to
overcome negative implications (expert-guided
pre-selection, as the lot is blind to quality). After
a lively discussion, the Board approved the
randomisation trial for four rounds and accepted
the funding division’s suggestion to arrange for
independent accompanying research.

There was one application deadline per year.
The selection procedure lasted 3 to 5 months,
depending on the total number of applications.
Reapplications of proposals rejected in previous
rounds were not accepted.

Standardised short applications
The application process was simplified to save
applicants’ and reviewers’ time. The proposal
included a 3-page pre-structured outline of the
project (max. 1,000 words) and a 1-page selfassessment (maximum 300 words) in English, in
which the applicants justified along three given
questions how their project proposal was in line
with the aims of the scheme.

Anonymised applications
In order to focus the jury’s attention on the
ideas and not on the identity or the affiliation of
the applicants, the information submitted was
anonymised: applicants were asked to omit in
the text and in figures any names of applicants,
project partners, participating institutes, and
self-citations as references. A short CV with a list
of publications was submitted only for internal
verification by the Foundation’s staff but was not
considered by the jury. The process was double
blind, as the jury did not know the identity of the
applicants and the applicants did not know the
identity of the members of the jury.
Three actors were involved in the selection
process: qualified funding division staff, an
international and interdisciplinary jury, and, since
2017, a lottery. No written reviewers’ reports were
collected. The jury’s funding recommendations
were made after a one-day meeting with intensive
discussion at the Foundation’s premises.

Jury members
The randomisation approach was also discussed
with the Experiment! jury at a regular review
meeting. The resonance was mixed: some jury
members were positive and even thrilled in taking
part in such an experiment, while others opted for
staying with the previous scheme and double the
number of selected proposals. After the meeting,
some hesitant jury members approached the
Foundation and mailed their approval after having
given some more thoughts. In the end, not a
single jury member quit the panel because of the
new procedure.
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The selection process
in three-stages:

•

the anticipated impact if successful;

•

the potential learning effect in case
of a failure;

•

the high-risk character and

•

the appropriateness of a limited
explortory phase to advance the idea.

1
Shortlisting by experienced
Foundation staff
WVF program directors with an academic
background in natural sciences, life sciences,
and engineering checked all applications and
screened out those that were not formally correct
or did not meet the funding criteria. A short list of
100-130 anonymised applications was created.

2
Evaluation and selection
by scientific jury
In a meeting at the Foundation’s premises, the
jury evaluated and discussed the short-listed
applications. The jury consisted of between 8 to
10 international reviewers from different subject
areas and with interdisciplinary experiences.
Based on the anonymised documentation, they
identified a pool of scientifically sound applications that were in principle eligible for funding
and rejected weak proposals.
This selection was based on five criteria:
•
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3
Selection by the jury and
partial randomisation
The third stage implied a decision by the jury
(until 2016), and an additional decision by lot
from 2017 onwards. From the pool of between
45 and 85 scientifically sound applications, the
jury selected the most convincing ideas, usually
between 15 and 20, which were directly earmarked for funding. Each reviewer had one wild
card (or ‘funding joker’) to select a project he/she
was convinced of and liked to see funded, but
on which no consensus could be reached in the
discussion. However, the wild card was used only
moderately, and the funding recommendations
were mostly made by consensus. Afterwards,
the pool of fundable proposals, including those
already selected by the jury, was entered in a
raffle draw. The same number of applications as
those selected by the jury (15-20) were drawn
and proposed to the Foundation for funding. It
might happen that applications were selected
twice, by the jury and by the lottery. In that case,
these applications were subtracted from the ones
selected by the lottery and no further application

was drawn. This was done to ensure that bias did
not influence the selection at all, and to allow the
comparison between the two selection procedures (by jury and by lottery). Finally, The Secretary General (on behalf of the Board of Trustees)
approved the proposals selected by the jury and
by the lottery for funding.
The pre-selection by the Foundation staff, and the
evaluation and selection by the jury of a pool of
worth-funding applications were maintained as
part of the process, as the aim was not to substitute peer review, but to complement it with a new
mechanism.
In total, up to 37 projects were funded annually,
depending on how many projects were selected
in the review process. Since the beginning of
the trial with partial randomisation in 2017 until
2020/21, 117 projects were funded by the scheme.

Description of the
randomisation procedure
The procedure was carried out under supervision
of the Foundation legal officer who signed a
protocol stating an orderly process or noting any
deviations. A physical lottery drum was used, a
standard toy (‘Bingo set’) purchased online for
about 50 USD.
Once the jury had selected the pool of applications eligible for funding, balls with the number
corresponding to the selected application
numbers were entered in the lottery drum by a
staff member. Staff members and reviewers took
turns to activate the drum in order to first mix the
balls for a certain time, and then softly reverse the

rotation direction for scooping up and expelling
a ball from the drum.
The number of balls to draw corresponded to
the number of applications already selected by
the jury. The reasoning behind this choice was
twofold: (i) to build two cohorts of the same size,
(ii) the assumption was that a high/low number
of top proposals by the jury is a good measure
for the average proposal quality in the drum and,
thus, it was used to leverage quality differences
among the calls.
The process lasted about one hour and was public
within the Foundation. It was photographed for
record keeping.

Communication of the
selection results
The applicants received a grant or a rejection
letter as usual, but successful applicants were
not told whether they had been selected by the
review panel or by the lottery. In this way, the
concerns that recipients selected by the lottery
could be stigmatised because considered less
meritorious, were resolved.
Because of the high number of applications and
the lack of written reviews, no feedback could
be given to the applicants. The details of the
selection procedure, including partial randomisation, were published online in the ‘Information
for Applicants’108. Thus, at least in principle, all
applicants knew about the procedure. The summaries of all accepted projects were published on
the Foundation’s website and then the identities
of the applicants were disclosed.
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Evaluation of the experiment:
Accompanying research
When the Foundation decided to trial partial
randomisation, it had been tried out only by a
few funders, such as the Health Research Council
of New Zealand86, and not much information on
its effects was available. The Foundation decided
to commission a long-term evaluation of the
effects of the modification during a trial period
until 2022, when the outcomes of the majority
of projects would be clear. The Board of Trustees
granted the necessary funds for the evaluation of
the experiment, called accompanying research,
amounting to about 1.5% of the total grant in
Experiment!.
Two concepts were solicited from experienced
science of science researchers, from an evaluation
agency, and from two university groups who
made a joint proposal. Based on a written draft,
a presentation and an interview, the Foundation
favoured the proposal that involved experienced
staff (instead of PhD students) and promised
to deliver timely results. Other than that, both
proposals had their own merits and appeared to
be effective.
In 2018, the Foundation commissioned the
external consultancy EvaConsult GbR to carry
out a long-term evaluation of funding initiative,
which will run until December 2022. Unfortunately, due to the Coronavirus pandemic,
many projects have been delayed and will run
until 2023. The results of the evaluation will be
published later, and the data made available so
that other funders will be able to make evidencebased decisions on whether to experiment with
partial randomisation.
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Aim

Survey participants

The purpose of this accompanying research is to
find out whether the Foundation was successful
in identifying high-risk research and how the
partially randomised scheme has contributed
to reach this goal. The evaluation focuses on the
partial randomised procedure and the whole
peer review process for the funding scheme.
Additionally, by comparing the two procedures,
jury’s decision and lottery, it seeks to understand
their effects, and to gain insights into the possible future use of partial randomisation in other
funding schemes.

The grant recipients were invited to participate
in the online surveys in three rounds. In 2018, all
67 recipients of grants between 2013 and 2016
were invited and 50 of them responded (75 %
response rate). In 2019, the 28 recipients of the
2017 grants were invited and 25 responded (89
%). In the recent survey, only 25 out of 37 grantees
of 2018 filled out the online survey (68 %). This
low response rate might reflect time constraints
during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Methodology
As failure of the projects is acceptable as a
learning experience as well, the evaluation cannot
be done using the criteria usually adopted to
measure success such as publications. Therefore,
the evaluation is mainly based on information elicited from the grant recipients and the reviewers:
online surveys of recipients before randomisation
were introduced; online surveys of recipients
of projects funded using partial randomisation;
and semi-structured interviews with a limited
number of recipients at the beginning and the
end of their grants. The researchers are asked
about their understanding of high-risk research,
their assessment of the efficacy of the Experiment!
scheme in this respect, and about the outcomes
of their projects. The accompanying research
also used participatory observation of a review
meeting. Furthermore, the researchers took part
in the regular ‘Forum Experiment!’ meetings where
grantees had been invited towards the end of
their projects to report on their progress as well as
disappointments.

Challenge
Particularly challenging for the evaluation of
this scheme is the heterogeneity of the funded
projects in respect to discipline, research topics,
career stage of the applicants, and the inclusion
of both individual and collaborative projects. This
will make the comparison of the effects of the
partial randomised process difficult. In order to
reflect different research cultures, the accompanying research is evaluating the natural sciences, life
sciences, and engineering separately. The data on
the respective career stage (postdoc, not tenured/
tenured position, professorship) is collected in the
online surveys for distinct evaluation.
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Preliminary findings
of the evaluation

Die Macht des Zufalls
www.volkswagenstiftung.de

High level of acceptance for
project selection by lot
https://www.volkswagenstiftung.de/en/
news-press/news/high-level-of-acceptancefor-project-selection-by-lot
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The preliminary results
of the evaluation of the
Experiment! initiative
were published in a
paper in 2020 and are
summarised on the
Foundation’s website.

Preliminary findings
of the evaluation
The preliminary results of the evaluation of the
Experiment! initiative were published in a paper
in 2020109 (see link on the left) and are summarised
on the Foundation’s website110. In general, the
preliminary evaluation indicated an initial
successful outcome:

•

Another main outcome was a general
agreement on the value of the initial peer
reviewers’ selection as a quality assurance.
Hence, partial randomisation should be used
as a complement to peer reviewed selection,
not to substitute it.

•

The introduction of the partial randomised
selection increased the submission of risky
proposals and the diversity of the projects
funded.

•

•

Moreover, it relieved the burden on the
reviewers. Thus, it seemed to have reached
the main goals that the Foundation had set
from the beginning of the funding initiative.

Interestingly, the evaluation also showed that
the scope of the funding scheme filled a gap
in the funding system, which is the lack of
funding opportunities to develop unconventional or risky research ideas still at a preliminary stage. Although this is not relevant to
the concerns about partial randomisation
for this case study, this was part of what
the evaluation was looking for, and it is an
important contribution to the understanding
of peer review processes.
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Funding recipients’
reaction

Peer reviewers’ reaction

Other stakeholders’ reaction
to partial randomisation

Observation

The preliminary evaluation showed a high
degree of acceptance of the introduction of
partial randomisation by the recipients of the
funding. Most of the recipients acknowledged
the benefits of the partially randomised selection
process in terms of encouraging risky proposals
(84%), promoting equal opportunity (92%), reducing bias and conflicts of interest in the selection
process (88%), and increasing the chances that
risky research gets funded (80%). The majority of
respondents was also positive about the simplified application process that did not require too
much preparation time.

The preliminary evaluation found a high degree of
acceptance of the partial randomisation process
also among the members of the jury, as it relieves
them from the difficult task of having to differentiate among many equally high-quality applications
in the grey zone. They also mentioned that the
procedure ensures more fairness in the selection.

•

Scientific community
The reaction of the scientific community was
mixed, but predominantly positive. The Wissenschaftsrat (the science advisory body to
the German Federal and State governments)
endorsed in its white paper on peer review
the option of randomisation, in particular if
used for exploratory research schemes.

Limitations of the evaluation

•

The positive assessment of the partial randomisation procedure could have been influenced by the
fact that the respondents did not know whether
they had been selected by the reviewers or by the
lottery. More importantly, the evaluation did not
include unsuccessful applicants. The sheer number of 5,051 applicants plus the required compliance with the new European GDPR, unfortunately,
put a hindrance to this meaningful exercise.

Applicants
The reaction of the applicants was positive.
Even researchers whose proposals were
rejected urged the Foundation to keep
the lottery.

The high level of acceptance could also depend
on the type of scheme it is applied to. Experiment!
was a small grant scheme, with a short duration
and limited budget and aimed at testing preliminary and risky research ideas, for which not many
funding opportunities exist. It is not clear whether
researchers would regard partial randomisation
positively if based on a simplified application procedure, as used in the selection of larger grants. In
the evaluation of the Health Research Council in
New Zealand, respondents were sceptical about
its use for larger funding schemes not focused on
innovative research111.

•

Press
The Volkswagen Foundation experiment
with partial randomisation has been the
subject of over 30 publications by scholars
and science journalists.

However, concerns were raised that partial randomisation could lead to the selection of projects
of lower quality (56%) and could have negative
consequences on the recipients’ reputation (48%).
For the respondents it was irrelevant whether
they had been selected by the reviewers or by the
lottery, but they appreciated that the Foundation
does not disclose this.
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Lessons learned
Transparency in communication is vital. It is
of utmost importance to clearly communicate
the motivation, goal and precise procedure of
a randomisation element in peer review to the
applicants and the scientific community as large.

Box 3.2

Summary of the Results of the preliminary evaluation:
Effects on the selection process:
•

It relieves the burden on the review panel (grey zone problem)
but not the workload in the Experiment! setting.

•

Decisions are free from bias and influences due to group dynamics.

•

An initial evaluation by reviewers is still necessary, as the lottery would
not be able to discern between high and lower quality applications.

There was no apparent negative impact in
introducing randomisation – neither in the quality
of proposals or in the outcomes of the grants. The
following theses are based on practical experience and initial results from the accompanying
research110.
•

In the case of highly competitive procedures,
the lottery relieves the burden on reviewers
faced with the problem of differentiating
quality among a large number of equally
high-ranking proposals.

•

Decisions by lot are free from any bias and
of any influences caused by group dynamics.

•

The lot is blind to quality. To work properly,
therefore, the process requires an initial
quality assurance.

•

In the event that a reviewer panel does not
cover all topics equally well, such a procedure
ensures fairness among eligible applications.

•

Regarding the outcome, diversity is
enhanced by drawing lots. Often, procedures based on consensus tend to favour
established topics and conventional methods
(“mainstreaming”).

•

Accompanying research shows that the
partially randomised selection, i.e. including
a lottery, encourages the submission of
risk-taking research proposals.

•

The introduction of a randomised element is
broadly welcomed by the research community, including reviewers, and by an increasing number of funding organisations.

•

Selection by lot has to be regarded as a useful
supplement – but not an alternative – to
peer review and cannot replace other forms
of scientific discourse.

Effects on the research funded:
•

It increases the diversity in the range of projects funded.

Effects on the kind of applications:
•

It encourages the submission of risk-taking proposals.

Reactions:
•
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It was generally welcomed by the research community,
including reviewers and funders.
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3.2 Swiss National Science Foundation:
Postdoc.Mobility fellowships

Swiss National Science
Foundation (SNSF)
www.snf.ch

The Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF)112
is the main funding agency for research in all
academic disciplines in Switzerland. It is an independent private foundation with a government
mandate. It awards annually public resources in
the range of about CHF 900 million (about EUR
850 million) to more than 6,000 research projects
through competitive funding schemes.
The SNSF Foundation Council is the highest
government body and makes strategic decisions.
Peer review for the SNSF funding schemes is carried out by the National Research Council, which is
composed of researchers who are mostly based in
Switzerland. Divided in four disciplinary divisions,
they assess research proposals and make funding
decisions. The administrative offices support
and coordinate the activities of the Foundation
Council, the National Research Council and of
local Research Commissions, and are in charge of
organising and evaluating the SNSF peer review
processes.
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Start of the initiative

Partial randomisation as an optional tool

SNSF trialled and evaluated the use of partial
randomisation between 2018 and 2019 in an
already existing fellowship programme for
postdoctoral researchers, the Postdoc.Mobility
scheme. The pilot was evaluated and ended at
the beginning of 2020. The fellowship scheme
is still ongoing, with partial randomisation as an
optional tool. A final report was submitted to the
Presiding Board of the National Research Council,
which subsequently decided in 2021 to allow the
use of partial randomisation in all the funding
schemes when deemed necessary by the reviewers.

At SNSF partial randomisation is used as an
optional tool to support reviewers’ funding
decisions related to grey zone applications,
used only if reviewers cannot reach a decision.
This differentiates the SNSF partial randomisation
procedure from the one trialled by the other
funders described in this manual, for which it
was or is a regular part of the funding selection.

The Swiss National Science
Foundation (SNSF) is the
main funding agency for
research in all academic
disciplines in Switzerland.

Thanks to Marco Bieri of the SNSF for
his extensive inputs to the drafting of
this case study.
A range of text sources from the SNSF
(website, regulations, guidelines), a blog
on using lotteries, and a publication on the
Postdoc.Mobility pilot were also used.
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The Postdoc.mobility
fellowship scheme90
Aim
The fellowship scheme Postdoc.Mobility is aimed
at junior postdocs based in Switzerland who wish
to deepen their scientific knowledge and increase
their scientific independence during a research
stay abroad.

Amount and duration of the funding
The average fellowship amount is about 100,000
Swiss Francs (about EUR 94,000) for 12 to 24
months and includes a grant for subsistence
costs, a flat rate for travel expenses, and a possible
contribution to research and conference costs.
In addition, fellowship holders can apply for a
return grant to finance their initial research period
after returning to Switzerland. The return grant is
awarded for 3 to 12 months and includes a salary
and social security contributions.

Novel aspects in the pilot phase
The planning phase of the pilot started in spring
2018 and lasted almost one year. The execution
phase started in 2019 and involved two Early
Postdoc.Mobility calls. After the pilot, the assessment and selection procedure was changed
slightly in a new Unified Evaluation Procedure
(UEP) framework aimed at harmonising all SNSF
funding schemes. Partial randomisation is still
foreseen in the current changed procedure as an
optional tool.
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Partial randomisation was not an element of the
Postdoc.Mobility evaluation process before it was
introduced as pilot in the 2019 calls.
The motivations to trial it were as follows:
•

Increase in the number of applications
The decision to start the pilot was triggered
by changes in SNSF career funding portfolio
which would significantly increase the
number of proposals for this scheme. SNSF
decided to consider ways to adapt the evaluation process to this change.

•

Acknowledged limits of peer review
Changes to the evaluation and selection
process would offer the possibility to mitigate
other limits of peer review that had been
highlighted in the scientific literature66,94.
Studies had also evidenced a certain degree
of randomness in the review process, for
example showing that two independent
panels evaluating the same set of proposals
reached different decisions114,115,116. Thus,
the outcome depended not only on the
proposal’s scientific content but also on which
panel, or reviewer, assessed it. While evaluating its own peer review processes, SNSF had
also noted, similarly to other funders, the
reviewers’ difficulties in discriminating among
qualitatively very similar proposals around
the funding cut-off (the so-called “grey area”).
Because reviewers are forced to decide on
which of these proposals to fund, there is a
danger of biased decisions being made117,
of non-relevant criteria being applied, or of
existing criteria being weighted inconsistently.

During the pilot, the following
features were trialled:
•

Success rate
About 800 proposals are submitted annually,
covering all research disciplines. The success rate
is currently just below 50%. During the pilot phase
involving two calls, 296 proposals were evaluated, 12 (4%) entered the draw, of which eight
were funded (four in the February and four in the
August selection round).

Motivation to trial partial
randomisation in this scheme

Triage
Outstanding proposals and those clearly
out of the running were recommended
by the reviewers for funding or rejection,
without additional panel discussion. The
remaining proposals in a middle group, that
were neither clearly excellent nor poor, were
discussed and ranked in meetings of the
different disciplinary divisions.

•

Random selection
If proposals around the funding cut-off could
not be objectively differentiated any further,
the review panels could decide which ones
would be funded by drawing lots.

•

Remote evaluation113
A remote evaluation based on expert review
was simulated and its outcomes were
compared to the official outcome of the traditional evaluation procedure relying on panel
meetings. Partial randomisation could be applied also in the simulated remote evaluation
if the proposals around the funding cut-off
could not be differentiated any further.

•

Benefits of partial randomisation in this
scheme
The decision was then taken to trial partial
randomisation as a “tiebreaker” in such cases
where proposals around the funding cut-off
cannot be objectively differentiated any
further118. Partial randomisation was thus also
expected to reduce some pressure on the
panellists and avoid lengthy discussions. In
addition, partial randomisation would make
the decisions more transparent for applicants
in the grey area, who would know that their
proposal – although rejected – was of high
quality and would have been funded if the
budget had allowed it.
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SNSF’s decision
process

The application and
selection process

Postdoc.Mobility evaluation
process during the pilot in 2019

To obtain approval for the trial by the SNSF
decision-makers in-depth documentation around
partial randomisation was prepared, including a
legal assessment and an explanation of the key
arguments for using a random selection.

The Postdoc.Mobility scheme has two calls for
applications per year. Proposals for a Postdoc.
Mobility fellowship must be submitted electronically via the mySNF platform. Proposals consist of
an administrative part including personal information and information about the research project
(e.g. designated host institution, research discipline, abstract, keywords, and requested funding).
Further, key documents for the evaluation must
be provided: the research plan (max. 8 pages), a
standardised CV of 3 pages with a 1-page description of the major scientific achievements, the
research output list, a document declaring the net
academic age, a statement of mobility, the career
plan, and a confirmation of the host institute.

The evaluation process used during the pilot
phase of the Postdoc.Mobility fellowships in 2019
was in four steps. A more detailed description
was published in 202113. Proposals were evaluated
by one of five review panels: Humanities, Social
Sciences, STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics), Biology or Medicine.

There were no reservations from a legal point
of view, as in 2012 the Federal Supreme Court119
had allowed the use of randomisation and set out
the requirements for it: the procedure must be
transparent and credible, and can be carried out
either physically or electronically, provided that
there is a level playing field for all contestants. The
Specialized Committee Careers (SC CAR) of SNSF,
which oversees the SNSF Career funding schemes,
formally approved the trial. The Presiding Board of
the National Research Council, the Management
of the Administrative Offices, and other internal
boards were informed about it.
Among the Postdoc.Mobility panellists and
reviewers, the introduction of partial randomisation led to some discussion. Specifically, there
were concerns that partial randomisation could
harm SNSF’s reputation and that the evaluation
could be done less rigorously. A clear framing and
communication strategy was key. SNSF repeatedly
pointed to the documented limitations of peer
review and stressed that expert peer review would
remain the core of the evaluation. Eventually, the
use of partial randomisation as a last resort or
“tiebreaker” reached a good level of acceptance,
which grew with practical experience. This might
be due also to the panellists’ own experience with
having to discriminate between proposals that are
neither clearly excellent nor poor.
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1.

Evaluation and scoring by
individual panel members
In the first step, each proposal was independently evaluated and scored by two panel
members. The objects of the evaluation were
the applicant, the proposed research project,
and the host institution, which were assessed
using the criteria in the guidelines120. Panel
members scored proposals on a 6-point scale.

3.

Group discussion and ranking
of middle-group proposals
In the third step, members of the review
panels met to discuss and rank the middle
group proposals. The same scoring system
as for the written assessments were used. A
final average score was calculated for each
proposal, which determined its rank in the
final list.

2.

Triage
In the second step, based on the ranking
of the mean scores given to each proposal,
three groups of proposals were formed: fund
without panel discussion (top group), discuss
in a panel meeting (middle group), reject
without discussion (bottom group). Each
panel member could request discussion of
any proposal allocated to the fund or reject
group.

4.

Optional partial randomisation
Partial randomisation could be used in a
fourth step to fund or reject proposals of
similar quality close to the funding cut-off,
if the panel could not reach a decision. This
process was changed slightly at the end of
the pilot as part of SNSF’s new Unified Evaluation Procedure (UEP) framework (described
below).

Single-blinded process
The Postdoc.Mobility evaluation process lasts
about five months and is single-blinded: the
identity of the applicants is known to the reviewers, but the identity of reviewers who evaluate a
proposal is not disclosed, in line with the Federal
Act on the Promotion of Research and Innovation119. However, the members of the evaluation
panels are announced on the Postdoc.Mobility
website.

The Administrative Offices
first check the proposals
The ones that do not fulfil the eligibility criteria
(personal and formal requirements) or that are
obviously inadequate in relation to the scientific
content are rejected at this stage. SNSF also verifies whether the requirements relative to research
integrity and good scientific practice are met.
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Description of the
randomisation procedure
The tool used for partial randomisation during
the pilot in 2019 was a manual drawing of lots.
Review panels analysed the scores around the
funding cut-off and identified potential groups
of proposals for partial randomisation. In case
two or more proposals could not be differentiated any further based on objective criteria, the
Offices wrote their numbers on pieces of paper.
Each piece of paper was inserted into an opaque
capsule.
A member of the evaluation panel then drew the
capsules from a transparent bowl one by one.
This all was documented in the meeting minutes
and video recorded. Partial randomisation was
applied only to a few proposals around the funding cut-off (four in the February and eight in the
August selection round).

Modified evaluation procedure
A Unified Evaluation Procedure (UEP) will be
introduced at SNSF in 2022 to harmonise evaluation procedures across funding schemes. Under
the UEP, the scientific evaluation and the funding
decisions will be clearly separated. This means
that evaluation panels will no longer set the
funding threshold or assign proposals for partial
randomisation. Their task will be to rank proposals
based on their scientific quality and identify those
worthy of funding. Deciding the funding line and
possible allocation of proposals to partial randomisation will be the task of the SNSF committee
that organises the evaluation panel.
Under the UEP, the allocation of proposals to
partial randomisation will be based on credible
intervals using a Bayesian ranking method121
that SNSF adapted for this purpose. In contrast
to using simple average scores, Bayesian ranking
considers missing votes of panel members and
their voting behaviour and will allow for more
consistent identification of proposals to enter
partial randomisation. Due to the separation of
scientific evaluation and funding decisions, drawing lots will be carried out by the Administrative
Offices.

Communication of the
selection results

Stakeholders’ reaction to
partial randomisation

SNSF informs applicants whether their proposal
was selected or refused by drawing lots. This
approach increases transparency and complies
with the San Francisco Declaration on Research
Assessment (DORA)122, which states that funders
must be explicit about assessment criteria.

Applicants

The rejection letter outlines why the proposal
was not among the best ones, allowing applicants
to resubmit a revision. In addition, the rejection
letter acknowledges the scientific quality of
applications excluded by drawing lots, stating
that if sufficient financial resources had been
available, the proposal would have been funded.

The announcement that funding decisions could
be partially reached by drawing lots prompted
only a few technical questions by the applicants.
No applicant objected to the use of partial randomisation as such, and some explicitly welcomed
its use. The experience during and after the trial
indicates that the acceptance of applicants is
generally high.

Media and politicians
So far, SNSF has not received negative criticism
in the media or by politicians for using partial
randomisation in research funding allocation.
This is likely to be the result of the clear framing
and communication strategy adopted, based on
clarification and transparency.

The process will be documented in the minutes
and video recorded. A digital tool for partial
randomisation, involving a random number generator, might be used in the future after having
ensured that no bias or manipulation can occur.
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Evaluation of the experiment
The Postdoc.Mobility pilot was evaluated by the
Careers division of the SNSF Administrative Offices. The division submitted a comprehensive report focused on the lessons learnt to the Presiding
Board of the National Research Council. The report
was based on comments on partial randomisation
gathered from applicants and panellists. The
extent to which the review panels applied partial
randomisation was also analysed. The aim was
to evaluate whether partial randomisation could
reach a good level of acceptance among panellists
and applicants that would allow SNSF to keep this
process for the Postdoc.Mobility and even extend
it across other SNSF funding schemes.
The evaluation found that applicants generally
accepted the procedure. This might be due to the
fact that partial randomisation is applied only on a
small share of proposals after a rigorous scientific
assessment by peer reviewers.
No increase in proposals after the introduction of
partial randomisation was observed. Thus, partial
randomisation does not seem to attract more
applicants, as it is clear that the process is based
on merit and not on chance, and that proposals
continue to be evaluated based on the same rigorous scientific assessment, whether or not partial
randomisation is used.
In general, the small sample of the proposals
that have entered the draw so far precludes
the drawing of meaningful conclusions. Since
partial randomisation continues to be used in
the scheme, an evaluation of its impact will be
possible in the near future.
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Lessons learned
Based on the experiences gained by the Postdoc.
Mobility trial, the Presiding Board of the Research
Council decided at the beginning of 2020 to expand the option of using partial randomisation
for all SNSF funding instruments. SNSF is thus
the first national funder that allows applying
partial randomisation in all its schemes. In any
case, peer review remains the basis for scientific
evaluation at SNSF, which continuously strives to
improve its peer review processes.
An evaluation of the impact of funding on career
development is planned comparing applicants
who received funding with those who were
rejected by partial randomisation. This will be
carried out within the Career Tracker Cohorts
(SNSF-CTC) project123, which started in 2018. The
main goal is to gain a better understanding of the
career paths of applicants to post-doctoral SNSF
career funding schemes, as well as the medium
and long-term impact of all SNSF career funding
schemes. The results will serve as a basis for the
future development of career funding policies and
instruments.

•

Preparation and communication
SNSF learned from the Postdoc.Mobility
experiment that preparing the pilot carefully,
clarifying all relevant aspects including the
legal context, paid off in obtaining understanding, acceptance and internal approval
for the trial. Communication and the framing
of partial randomisation were key, and it
was fundamental to address any potential
misunderstandings readily, e.g. to avoid
concerns that random selection could replace
peer review.

•

Terminology is important
Which term should be used to describe the
partial randomisation process was discussed
by the SNSF legal services and the Communication division. In general, SNSF is obliged to
communicate in a clear, understandable and
unmistakable manner. For this reason, it was
decided to use the term “drawing lots” or “decisions reached by drawing lots” for external
communication (applicants, decision letters,
call texts, guidelines, etc.). The process and
the term “drawing lots” are also used in the
Organisational Regulations of the National
Research Council (Article 23, paragraph 5)124.
Internally or for communication with external
expert groups, the term “random selection” is
frequently used. SNSF avoids using the term
“lottery” for its negative connotation (e.g.
gambling), which is, of course, not compatible with the rigorous scientific assessment
applied at the SNSF.

•

Defining the cut-off
The review panels had to allocate proposals
to the partial randomisation group based on
visual inspection of the scores, which turned
out to be difficult, especially when there was
no clear “gap” or “step” around the funding
cut-off. Therefore, a method based on Bayesian statistics121 was developed that allows to
rank proposals starting from the votes of the
panellists. Instead of establishing a ranking
based only on simple average scores, the
Bayesian ranking considers missing votes
(e.g. when a panellist must abstain due to
a conflict of interest) and panellists’ voting
behaviours. It provides credible intervals for
the delineation of groups of proposals for
partial randomisation. The availability of this
tool at the beginning of the pilot would have
been helpful.

•

Experimenting led to further changes
The Postdoc.Mobility pilot contributed to
internal discussions of the SNSF’s evaluation
procedures. The trial on partial randomisation
triggered the development of the Bayesian
ranking, a new procedure that ensures that
the allocation of proposals to partial randomisation is consistent. Moreover, the triage113,
which was also trialled during the Postdoc.
Mobility pilot, has now become an option in
all SNSF funding schemes.
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3.3 Austrian Science Fund (FWF):
1000 Ideas Programme

The Austrian Science Fund
www.fwf.ac.at

The Austrian Science Fund
is the main public funding
agency for basic research
in science and the
humanities in Austria.

The Austrian Science Fund125 (FWF - Fonds zur
Förderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung) is
the main public funding agency for basic research
in science and the humanities in Austria. In 2020
its funding budget, allocated by the Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research, was about
EUR 243 million. A new three-year agreement has
increased the FWF budget and will allow EUR 806
million to be invested in funding basic research
projects between 2021 and 2023.

The FWF’s funding approach is strictly bottom-up,
i.e. the research topics are proposed by the
investigators in all areas and all schemes and
there are no thematic calls. FWF’s mission is
to support the development of Austrian basic
research at a high international level.

The FWF Board takes the final decisions on the
funding of more than 2,000 research proposals per
year that are selected by about 5,000 international
scientific reviewers.

With thanks to Uwe von Ahsen, Elisabeth
Nindl, Falk Reckling, Tina Olteanu and Ralph
Reimann of the Austrian Science Fund - FWF
for their contributions and advice on the
text of this case study.
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The 1000 Ideas
Programme
Start of the initiative. FWF was among the first
public funders in Europe to experiment with
partial randomisation in 2019 when it introduced
it in a pilot grant funding scheme, the 1000 Ideas
Programme91, which provides seed funding for
radical new and bold research ideas that have
the potential to transform established scientific
knowledge in all disciplines. There have been
two calls for applications so far, one in November
2019 and one in November 2020. The scheme is
still running.

Aims
The aims of the scheme are to encourage
creativity and risk-taking; to foster the development of radically new and innovative research
domains; and to support research ideas at an early
stage. Project proposals of this kind have a hard
time obtaining funding in the traditional funding schemes. The 1000 Ideas Programme gives
investigators willing to take risks the opportunity
to provide initial evidence of the feasibility of
bold and potentially transformative projects in all
disciplines and fields. The possibility that a project
might fail is taken into account as an acceptable
result of risk-taking.

Amount and duration of the grant
The annual budget of the scheme is of EUR
3 million for a period of 3 years. Projects can be
funded for a minimum of 6 months and a maximum of 2 years and receive funding up to EUR
150,000 in total. The costs that can be covered
include personnel costs for the investigator (up
to max. 50 %), employees, material, equipment,
travel, other costs and 5 % general project costs.
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FWF’s motivation to trial partial
randomisation in this scheme
Eligibility
Austrian research institutions, not individual
researchers, can submit, and there is no limit to
the numbers of applications that can be submitted by the same institution.

Novel aspects
The evaluation and selection process, which is
described in detail below, engages peer reviewers
in choosing the top applications to be funded
directly and in identifying a group of high-quality
applications from which further projects to be
funded are chosen by random. Thus, half of the
funded projects are directly selected by peer
reviewers, and half are randomly drawn from
a group of equally worth funding applications
identified by the same reviewers.

Success rate
In the first call for applications for this scheme,
401 applications were received, 95 were taken out
for formal reasons and 306 were evaluated by the
FWF Board, who selected 122 to enter the second
evaluation stage. The jury identified 43 projects
worth funding and selected 12 applications to
propose to the FWF Board for funding. Additional
12 applications were drawn randomly by the FWF
Board. In total, 24 projects were funded, receiving
a total funding of EUR 3.4 million.

•

Limits of peer review
Reflecting and seeking to improve the
process of decision making is a usual part
of business at FWF. The organisation has
experienced, like many other funders, an
increasing number of applications for its
funding schemes; in 2018 alone, it received
2,500 submissions across all schemes. FWF
programme managers and Board were aware
of the limits of decision making in highly
competitive selection processes: because
the budget allows only a limited number of
proposals to be funded, reviewers are faced
with the difficult task of differentiating among
qualitatively very similar applications within a
group of worth-funding applications. In these
cases, the risk that biases affect funding decisions for projects at the margin is high, and
risky, unconventional and niche proposals
have little chance to succeed. The programme
managers also noted the danger that other
factors might influence the selection, such as
the communication skills of the applicant, or
the time of day and level of tiredness of the
reviewers. The organisation deploys a variety
of application and evaluation mechanisms
to mitigate these problems and was aware of
the possible use of partial randomisation in
funding allocation.

•

Benefits of partial randomisation
in this scheme
Applying randomisation in the late stage
of the process, after peer reviewers have
selected the projects worth funding, was seen
by the FWF managers and Board as a possible
useful additional procedure to reduce bias in
decision making and worth piloting in their
new 1000 Ideas Programme. Thus, the new
funding scheme was designed to include
partial randomisation from the start.
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The application and
selection process

Evaluation
and selection

Applications can be submitted once a year via
the electronic application portal of the FWF.
Only unsuccessful applications from the pool
of initially considered worth funding can be
re-submitted, while other applications cannot
be submitted again.

The evaluation and selection process takes about
five months. All applications are initially checked
for completeness by the scientific project officers
of the FWF Office. Those who do not meet formal
criteria are rejected without review.

Anonymous and
short applications
The process is double-blind, i.e. applicants’ and
reviewers’ identities are hidden. Applicants
are required to write the academic abstract (of
maximum 700 words) and the project description
(maximum 7 pages) in an anonymous way, such
that their affiliation, identity, sex, and career stage
and that of their partners cannot be identified.
Reference to own publications is only possible if
no conclusions can be drawn about the identity of
the principal investigator or the participating researchers. This is done to enable the reviewers to
focus solely on the research idea and the degree
of innovation of the proposal. The anonymised
part of the application includes an implementation plan, an assessment of the riskiest aspects of
the proposal and a description of the potential
learnings if the project fails. Applications that
do not meet these requirements are rejected
without review. Only the anonymised parts of the
application are used by the reviewers to select the
projects to fund. Other information, including a
list of publications, is used by the scientific project
officers of the FWF Office to check that the formal
criteria are met. All information must be submitted in English such that the international review
panel can assess it.
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The assessment and selection
are performed in three stages:
1.

Pre-evaluation by FWF Board
In the first stage, members of the FWF Board
pre-evaluate the anonymous applications.
Board members are 60 to 65 Austrian
researchers from the Natural and Technical
Sciences, the Biological and Medical Sciences,
and the Humanities and Social Sciences.
Each application is evaluated by two Board
members from the relevant discipline; if
the application is interdisciplinary, the two
Board members are experts in the two main
disciplines of the proposal. The criteria
used are: (a) Transformative potential of
the research idea; and (b) Suitability of the
proposed research approach and description
of the risk assessment and the possible learning potential. Each criterion is evaluated using
a 5-point rating scale, where 1 is the lowest
and 5 the highest score. The applications are
then ranked according to the total number of
points received.

2.

Assessment, scoring, ranking
and selection by jury
In the second stage, an international jury of
20 experts from a wide range of academic
disciplines assesses all eligible proposals. The
proposals are split into three groups: one
with positive reviews, one with negative reviews, and one with heterogeneous reviews.
The jury evaluates in depth all proposals with
two positive reviews; the rest of the applications are proposed for later discussion by
the jury. Each application with two positive
reviews is evaluated by two jury members
using three criteria: (a) The transformative
potential; (b) The suitability of the methods,
and (3) The coherence and the strength of the
project idea. Each criterion is scored using a
5-point scale, and the applications are then
re-ranked based on the new scores. In a
meeting, the jury then discusses the ranking
and defines a cut-off line.

The maximum number of selected projects,
however, cannot exceed 12. To avoid difficulties in case more members want to use
their wild card, this procedure was changed
slightly in the second round of selections: a
proposal needs now to be supported by the
wild cards of two members to be moved into
the group of funded projects. This possibility,
however, was neither used in the first or
second selection round.
3.

Partial randomisation
The third and last stage involves partial
randomisation, which is carried out by the
FWF Board in a meeting. From the pool
of remaining applications worth funding,
the same number of applications as those
selected by the jury (maximum 12) are drawn
randomly. The Board then approves both the
projects selected by the jury and by randomisation. The identities of the applicants are
revealed after the funding is approved.

All applications above this line are considered
worth funding. From this pool, the jury can
directly select a maximum of 12 applications that are proposed to the FWF Board for
the final funding decision. To limit the risk of
conservatism deriving from group thinking,
each jury member has one wild card or joker
(also called “golden ticket”) to include in
the pool of funded projects an application
against the judgement of the other panel
members.
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Description of the
randomisation procedure

Communication of
the selection results

Feedback from applicants
and the review panel

Board

The tool used for the random selection of the
projects to be funded from the pool of worthy
applications is the R software (package ‘dplyr’)126,
a freely available programming language used
for statistical computing. The first time that the
software was used, an alternative procedure with
pieces of papers for a manual draft was prepared
in case of any technical problems.

Because of the high number of applications,
no feedback from the reviewers is given to the
applicants, and only two standard reasons for
rejection are given. Successful applicants are
not told whether their project has been selected
by the review panel or by randomisation. This is
done to avoid potential discrimination against the
researchers selected by the lot rather than by peer
review panel, and to protect the panel from being
accused of bias (against any of the applicants who
were not selected by the panel).

•

Applicants
Applicants’ feedback after the first round
of applications was generally positive about
the selection procedure, particularly from
early career researchers. Some investigators
enquired out of curiosity whether their
project had been selected by the jury or
by randomisation, but no complaints were
received.

•

Review panel
Feedback from the review panel and its chair
was elicited at the meeting just after they had
selected the applications to be proposed for
funding, and focused on the quality of the
applications received, rather than on the selection procedure. The applications appeared
to be still somewhat conservative and “too
safe” compared to what was expected.

Similar feedback was received from the Board in
discussions before the second call was launched.
One of the Board members, however, noted
that all the projects she had reviewed within the
biomedical sciences had no preliminary results
within the research proposal – a clear difference
from applications received in all other existing
FWF funding schemes. Thus, the first exercise did
to some extent, though not entirely, meet the aim
of the programme to encourage high-risk and
potentially transformative research ideas. A formal
evaluation of the funding scheme will be carried
out when a larger sample of applications
is available.

The procedure using R is carried out live during a
meeting of the FWF Board (this took place virtually in 2020 due to the Covid pandemic). In the
meeting the FWF Board is first presented with the
anonymous list of projects selected for funding
by the jury. The list of the projects to be subjected
to randomisation is then presented, again only
showing the ID and title of the projects. The
randomised process is run and produces a positive
and a negative list. The lists are shown on a screen
so everybody can see them. They are also saved in
an Excel table for record keeping. The identity of
the applicants is made visible only after the Board
approves the positive list of projects to fund.

FWF’s decision
process
The FWF Board was asked to approve the use
of the software R as a tool for the randomised
selection. Although not all Board members were
in favour of using partial randomisation, the
procedure used received positive appraisal. The
most critical comment from a Board member was:
“I am still against randomisation, but if we want to
do it, then this procedure is really excellent.”
Initially some reviewers and institutions had
concerns about the idea of applying partial
randomisation, whilst others were immediately
open to trying it out. A long process of discussion
and consultation took place to fully explain the
process, the aims of the pilot, and answer questions from stakeholders on how it would work.
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3.4 Health Research Council of
New Zealand: Explorer Grants

Health Research Council
for New Zealand
www.hrc.govt.nz

The Health Research
Council of New Zealand
(HRC) is the main
governmental funder
of health research in
New Zealand.

The Health Research Council of New Zealand127
(HRC) is the main governmental funder of health
research in New Zealand. It invests about NZD
120 million (about EUR 74 million) per year in
basic and applied research projects and research
careers aimed at improving health equity,
advancing Māori health, strengthening the
national health system and promoting the health
of people, whānau and communities.
It receives annually about 900 applications for
research funding, which are mostly evaluated by
expert committees, as well as about 700 national
and international reviewers. It allocates most of its
funding through an annual contestable funding
round. HRC was the first public funder in the
world to experiment with partial randomisation
in its Explorer Grants scheme.

With thanks to Lucy Pomeroy of the Health
Research Council of New Zealand for her
contributions and advice on the text of
this case study.
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The Explorer
Grants
Novel aspects

Aim
The Explorer Grants scheme trial started in 2013
and continues to date. The aim of the scheme is
to fund potentially transformative ideas still at an
early development stage, in any health research
discipline. Applications can include novel hypotheses, methodologies, tools, technologies, and
conceptual frameworks. The scheme is designed
to support applications not fundable via other
HRC schemes because of unpredictability and
lack of supporting data.
86

Amount and duration of the grant
Each funded project receives NZD 150,000 (about
EUR 92,000) for a maximum of 2 years. The grant
covers only research working expenses (direct
costs); the host institution is expected to cover
all other costs. Individual researchers or groups
based in New Zealand are eligible for funding.

The application and selection process for this
scheme is different from other HRC schemes, as it
requires shorter applications, it is anonymous to
peer reviewers, and it uses partial randomisation
to select the projects to fund. In the HRC partial
randomisation selection process the reviewers
evaluate applications only to judge whether they
are fundable but without scoring or ranking them.
All applications judged in-scope (see specifications below) by the reviewers are then considered
equally deserving, i.e. potentially fundable. The
selection of all those that will be funded is done
through a randomisation procedure. No application is selected for funding directly by the reviewers. This is different from the partial randomisation
procedure used by VWF and FWF.

HRC’s motivation to trial partial
randomisation in this scheme

HRC’s decision
process

•

HRC staff prepared the rationale and
recommendation for the introduction of
the new scheme and selection process, which
was approved and supported by the HRC
Governing council.

•

Peer reviewers’ difficulties in
identifying high-risk research
HRC staff had been aware of the discussions
internationally about the limits of peer review,
including limitations to appropriately identify
high-risk research to be funded. It considered
partial randomisation to be particularly suited
to the planned Explorer Grants, as it would
be difficult for reviewers to compare and
score high-risk applications with unpredictable results in many different areas of health
research.

•

Benefits of partial randomisation
in this scheme
Random allocation after an initial selection
of worthy funding applications would be a
more transparent approach and would limit
reviewers’ burdens. HRC considered partial
randomisation to be particularly suited to
the planned Explorer Grants, as it would be
difficult for reviewers to compare and score
high-risk applications with unpredictable
results in many different areas of health
research.

Success rate
The number of funded projects has steadily
increased from 3 out of 116 applications (success
rate 2,6%) in 2003, to 15 out of 65 applications
(success rate 23%) in 2021. The budget has
steadily increased too, such that the number of
projects that can be funded is now much higher
than in the first rounds. Unsuccessful applicants
are allowed to reapply in the next call.
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Supporting potentially transformative ideas
HRC is a relatively small funding agency, open
to trying out new mechanisms and evaluating
their effects to improve their mechanisms to
distribute research funding. In 2012/2013,
HRC wanted to start a new funding scheme to
support potentially transformative research
ideas in all health-related fields.

Partial randomisation was used in the Explorer
Grants since the first call for applications and it
has now become part of the standard selection
procedure in this funding scheme. At the original
approval of the scheme, the Council did not
consider there were any legal matters related to
the use of randomisation in the distribution of
public research funding.
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Description of the
randomisation procedure

The application and
selection process
The evaluation and selection process takes about
six months. Applications can be submitted once
a year via the electronic application portal of
the HRC.

Short and anonymous applications
The part of the application describing the
proposal, its transformational nature, viability,
and potential impact is short (maximum six
pages) and is submitted in an anonymised form.
Applicants are asked to “describe skills, experience
and details of the research environment without
direct reference to the people and host organisation involved128.”
This is to ensure that the assessment of the
applications focuses on the research idea. Personal information contained in other parts of the
applications are not disclosed to members of the
HRC’s committees involved in the review process.
The assessment process follows three steps:
1.
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Eligibility check
First, the HRC Research Investment Manager
and the independent Chair of the Assessing
Committee check the applications to confirm
their eligibility. Only the anonymous parts of
the applications are considered from this step
on. The criteria used are: the proposals are
within the scope of the areas relevant to the
call; they have host institution support; and
they comply with formatting requirements.
Applications that do not comply with these
criteria are excluded from further assessment.
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2.

Evaluation and triage by the Assessment
Committee
In the second step, an Assessing Committee
judges whether the anonymous eligible applications are transformative and potentially
viable. The Committee is composed of about
12 New Zealand and Australian biomedical,
kaupapa Māori, clinical, public health, social
science and interdisciplinary researchers who
are appointed by the HRC Research Investment Manager for their research expertise
and ability to effectively assess the applications received in the particular funding
round. Balance related to a variety of factors,
including gender, age, location and affiliation,
is also considered. Each proposal is assigned
to a subpanel of three reviewers. They do
not score or rank the applications but are
asked to confirm whether two main criteria
are met: transformative potential and viability
of the proposals. To help reviewers reach
more reliable and objective conclusions, the
definition of these criteria is specified in the
reviewers’ guidelines128. The proposals for
which there is unanimous agreement that the
transformative criterion is met and majority
agreement that the viability criterion is met
enter the pool of equally potentially fundable
proposals. Applications for which there are
divergent opinions can be discussed and
re-evaluated and can be added to the pool of
fundable ones if there is majority agreement
that the criteria are then met.

3.

Partial randomisation
In the third step, all fundable applications
are assigned a random number using the
RAND130 function of Microsoft Excel. They
are funded in the order of smallest to largest
random number until the available budget
is exhausted. Afterwards, the Governing
Council needs to approve the selection.
The identities of the applicants are revealed
after the funding is approved.

The randomisation procedure is overseen by the
Chief Financial Officer (CFO) who is independent
from the actual assessment process. The Head
or Director of Investments generates the RAND
function to match to the list of fundable applications (identified by reference number only), and
the CFO generates the RAND function to match
to the list of ranked numbers. The two lists are
then matched together and sorted and form the
prioritised list for funding.

Communication of the
selection results
Applicants are informed whether their application was “declined”, “fundable but not funded”,
or “funded”. No further feedback is given. Since
the entire selection process, including partial
randomisation, is explained in detail in the
application guidelines, it should be clear that the
successful applications were drawn randomly
from the pool of fundable ones.
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Reaction of different
stakeholders to partial
randomisation

Evaluation of
the experiment

There was a high level of acceptance of the
procedure across all stakeholders. An early
evaluation indicated that the scheme was
successfully targeting a range of different
applicants which reinforced the nature of
the scheme.

A formal evaluation of the funding scheme was
carried out in 2019 by the HRC Research Investment team in collaboration with Philip Clarke,
University of Oxford, UK, Adrian Barnett, Queensland University of Technology, Australia, and Tony
Blakely, University of Melbourne, Australia. Its
results were published in 2020111.

The HRC Council has remained supportive as
evidenced by increased budget allocation over
the years. Moreover, it approved to expand the
use of partial randomisation into two other
schemes, Consolidators Grants and Health
Delivery Activation Grants, although the
availability of sufficient funding has not
made its use necessary yet.
Applicants are generally accepting as per
the evaluation referenced below. A survey of
applicants is carried out every year. The Committee Chair reports have consistently supported
the process.

•

•

•
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Evaluation results
•

Aim
The evaluation focussed on the effect of
the partial randomisation procedure on the
applicants. In particular, the aim was to assess
the applicants’ level of acceptance of the
procedure and whether their approach to the
application had changed knowing that the
final selection was made by randomisation.
Methodology
Information was collected using an anonymous online questionnaire (SurveyMonkey).
All successful and unsuccessful applicants
between 2013 and 2018 were surveyed, as
well the applicants in 2019 who did not know
about the selection results yet.
Limits of the evaluation
The evaluation showed a general applicants’
acceptance of partial randomisation in the
Explorer Grant scheme. However, as the
authors point out, the evaluation had
several limitations, mostly because of the
low response rate and because most of the
respondents were applicants who had been
successful.

•

Acceptability
The evaluation found that for most
respondents (63%) partial randomisation
was an acceptable method for allocating
Explorer Grant funds, but only conditional
to a first selection of worthy applications by
the reviewers. 40% of respondents supported
implementing partial randomisation in other
funding schemes. However, respondents
whose application was successful were far
more positive about its use. Similarly, more
successful applicants supported its implementation in other funding schemes. As Liu
et al.111 conclude, the acceptability of partial
randomisation, or other methods of assessment, would probably increase with higher
success rates.
No reduction of time spent
on applications
An unexpected result from the survey was
that the majority of respondents (75%) stated
that they did not spend less time preparing
their applications knowing that funding
would be randomly allocated. Liu et al. link
this to the fact that partial randomisation
involves an initial peer reviewed selection,
and applicants make efforts to pass that.
Although reducing applicants’ burden was
one of the hoped effects for the HRC, this
shows that concerns about the possible
negative effects of partial randomisation on
the quality of applications (see 1.4 above) are
probably not founded.

•

Reduced administrative burden
The HRC staff had reported a reduced
administrative burden in running the
latest round of applications and evaluations
compared to other rounds.

•

An evaluation of the effects on the Assessing
committee has been carried out in the last
two application rounds, but the results have
not been published yet.

Lessons learned
HRC decided to use the term randomisation to
describe the process, rather than lottery, due to
perceptions of the latter not being robust and
distracting from the real rationale for using
partial randomisation.
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4. A comparison of experiments
with partial randomisation
1

2

3

4

5

Started
when

Status

Term used for the
partial randomised
procedure

Kind of funding
scheme

Duration of
funding

Max 2 years.

In 2013, still ongoing.
From the start with partial
randomisation.

Pilot first,
now standard.

Random selection,
modified lottery.

Research grants for innovative
ideas and high-risk projects.
Ideas at an early stage, with
little supporting data. Not
compatible with other funding
schemes. Failure accepted.

In 2012 as a traditional
process, since 2017 with
partial randomisation,
ended in 2020.

Pilot,
now ended.

Partially randomised
procedure/selection.

Research grants for innovative
ideas and high-risk projects,
still in an exploratory phase.
Failure accepted.

Max 1,5 years.

Partially random
procedure.

Research grants for original or
transformative research, high-risk
projects. At an early stage, still
in exploratory phase, with little
supporting data. Not fundable
by other schemes.

Between 6
months
and 2 years.

Drawing lots,
random selection.

Post-doctoral mobility
fellowships for a research
stay abroad. In addition,
fellowship holders can apply
for a return grant.

Between 1
and 2 years
(fellowship) and
3 to 12 months
(return phase).

New Zealand

Health Research Council
| Explorer grants |

Germany

Volkswagen Foundation
| Experiment grants |

Austria

Austrian Science Fund
| 1000 Ideas grants |

In 2019, still ongoing
as a pilot.

Still pilot.

Switzerland

Swiss National Science Foundation

| Postdoc. Mobility fellowships |
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In 2018, still ongoing.
Since 2020, partial randomisation
can be applied to all funding
schemes, when needed.

Pilot first,
now standard.
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A comparison of experiments
with partial randomisation

6

7

8

9

10

Budget

Research
area

Length of
selection process

Kind of selection
procedure

Assessment process:
number of steps

About EUR 92,000
per project in total.

Any health
research discipline.

About
6 months.

Anonymous
applications.

2 steps
(plus initial prescreen by funder).

Up to EUR 120,000
per project in total.

Natural sciences,
life sciences
and engineering.

3 to 5
months.

Double
blind.

2 steps
(plus initial prescreen by funder).

Between EUR 50,000
and 150,000 per
project in total.

All areas and disciplines,
also Cross-disciplinary.
Basic research only.

About
5 months.

Double
blind.

3 steps.

In average, about
EUR 94,000 per
fellowship in total.

All
disciplines.

About
5 months.

Single blind:
reviewers are
not known.

4 steps.

New Zealand

Health Research Council
| Explorer grants |

Germany

Volkswagen Foundation
| Experiment grants |

Austria

Austrian Science Fund
| 1000 Ideas grants |

Switzerland

Swiss National Science Foundation

| Postdoc. Mobility fellowships |
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A comparison of experiments
with partial randomisation

11

12

13

14

15

When to apply
randomisation

Randomisation
tool

Number of
applications

How many
funded

Communication
of selection results

In the second step, to all
eligible applications with two or
more “yes” in the peer reviewed
selection.

Microsoft Excel
=Rand() function.

65
in 2021.

15 in 2021.
Success rate: 23%.

Grantees are not
told whether they
were selected by the
jury or randomised.

In the second step, to all
eligible applications after
peer reviewed selection, and
after reviewers select the top
applications directly.

Physical lottery
drum, a Bingo set
purchased online.

Between 425
and 824 per year.

Between 13 and
37 per year.
Success rate: 3,6%.

Grantees are not
told whether they
were selected by
the jury or drawn.

Randomisation code
(R Software: R,
package dplyr).

About 400
in the first call.

Max 24 every year
(max 12 only funded
by lottery).

Grantees are not told
whether they were
selected by reviewers or
by randomisation.

A physical drawing
of lots. Pieces of paper
are inserted in a plastic
capsule and drawn
out of a bowl.

269 in total
the fist two calls.

Only 8 of the 269
evaluated proposals
were selected by
the lottery.

Winners and losers are
told whether the decision
was obtained by partial
randomisation or not.

New Zealand

Health Research Council
| Explorer grants |

Germany

Volkswagen Foundation
| Experiment grants |

Austria

Austrian Science Fund
| 1000 Ideas grants |

Switzerland

Swiss National Science Foundation

| Postdoc. Mobility fellowships |
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In the third step, to worth
funding applications after
2 rounds of peer reviewed
selection, and after
reviewers select the top
applications directly.

In the fourth step, only to
those applications for which
the reviewers cannot make a
decision. Not a fixed number,
only rarely used.
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Part 3
Checklist

Why this checklist?
A checklist is not only a useful tool for routine tasks,
but a good support for funders experimenting with
partial randomisation, helping to ensure that all
elements have been considered resulting in fewer
errors and higher efficiency.
RoRI, Research on Research Institute

127

https://doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.19739020

1. A checklist for funder
experiments with
partial randomisation
1
Diagnose
the problem

This checklist is meant as a
support for funders looking
to experiment with partial
randomisation.

Scan the QR code with your smartphone
camera or a QR reader and find the
checklist in a printable version.

A

What problem are
you going to solve?

It helps to ensure that all
elements have been considered in the three phases of
the experimental process.
1. Diagnose the problem.
2. Design the solution using
partial randomisation.
3. Evaluate.
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B

Define the problems
you want to solve in
relation to:
•

Applicants

•

Applications

•

Funded researchers

•

Funded projects

•

Reviewers’ ability to distinguish
middle field proposals

See Part 1
Section 3.1
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A checklist for funder
experiments with partial
randomisation

2
Design the solution
using partial
randomisation

A

Make sure partial randomisation
is the right measure for the
problems you have identified.

See Part 1
Section 3.2
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B

C

D

What are the
expected outcomes?

Will randomisation
stand alone?

Check legal
issues

Keep in mind that partial
randomisation mitigates:

You might want to use
partial randomisation
together with other
changes to your evaluation
and selection procedure,
e.g. anonymising applications
and short applications.

Check that applying
partial randomisation to
the distribution of public
funding is legal in your
country (particularly for
public funders).

•

Conservatism, lack
of diversity in awarded
applicants and applications

•

Reviewers’ conscious
or unconscious bias

•

Limited scientific
expertise of review panel

•

Reviewers’ fatigue

•

Grey zone dilemma

See the case studies
for some examples
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A checklist for funder
experiments with partial
randomisation

E

132

F

G

H

I

J

Choose
the tool

Seek approval

Involve
reviewers

Selection
of reviewers

Reviewer
guidelines

Application
guidelines

Choose the tool
you will use for
the randomised
procedure and
find out its cost.

Seek approval of your
experiment from your
Board or Council:

Define how many
reviewers will
be involved.

Define how the
reviewers will
be selected.

Explain your
motivation, goals,
and selection
procedure to
your reviewers.

Explain the motivation,
goals and selection
procedure in the
application guidelines.

•

Prepare slides or bulleted
documents including the
facts, e.g. statistics on the
gender, ethnicity, discipline,
and geographical distribution
of applicants and of funded
projects.

•

Summarise the main pros
and cons about partial
randomisation for your
board. You might want
to share the case studies
from this manual.
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See Part 1
Section 4.2

See Part 1
Section 4.2
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A checklist for funder
experiments with partial
randomisation

K

134

L

M

N

Drawing
process

Film the
physical draw

Save a list of
funded projects

Disclose who
was selected

Decide who will
physically do the
draw or run the
randomisation
software.

You might want
to film the physical
draw so everyone
can see it in case of
complaints.

If you are using R or a
similar software, make
sure you save the list of
funded projects also in a
document, e.g. an Excel
table, so it is available for
later checking.

Decide whether you will
disclose to the successful
applicants who was selected
by the reviewers and who
by the lot.
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A checklist for funder
experiments with partial
randomisation

3
Evaluate

A

B

C

D

How will you assess
or verify the success
of the experiment?

Take a decision on:

Collect
feedback

Share your
experience

•

When the evaluation
will start and end

•

Which aspects to evaluate

Collect feedback on
the procedure from
the reviewers and
the applicants.

Share your experience
in publications or on
your website for others
to learn from it.

•

Whether the results of
the evaluation will affect
the continuation of the
experiment

•

Who will carry out
the evaluation.
See Part 1
Section 3.3
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RoRI - who we are

We can’t unlock the full potential of
investment in research systems, or fix
problems in research cultures, unless
we have the evidence and tools to
understand them.
By turning the tools of research back on
itself, RoRI is generating data and analysis
that can improve how we fund, practice,
evaluate and communicate research.
RoRI, Research on Research Institute

Research on research – also known as
meta-research, meta-science or the science
of science–uses a rich blend of old and new
disciplinary and methodological approaches
to test, evaluate and experiment with different
aspects of research systems, cultures and
decision-making.
The Research on Research Institute (RoRI) was
founded in 2019 with a mission to accelerate
transformational and translational research on
research systems, cultures and decision-making.
We bring together people and organisations
who want to inform and improve how research is
funded, practised, communicated and evaluated.

RoRI is a consortium of 21 partners, drawn from
13 countries and regions. RoRI is led by a small
core team, based at the University of Sheffield
in the UK, and the Centre for Science and
Technology Studies (CWTS) at Leiden University
in the Netherlands. Read more about the team
behind RoRI.

Please get in touch at hello@researchonresearch.
org if you would like to partner with us.
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Contact Us
We’d love to hear from you so
here’s how to get in touch

Email us
hello@researchonresearch.org

A consortium of 21 partners

The RoRI consortium is responsible for the design
and delivery of RoRI’s projects and wider work.
Our second phase starts in July 2022 and will run
for five years. RoRI can connect you with people,
projects and organisations that care about making
research systems work better for everyone.
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www.researchonresearch.org

Keep up to date
For our latest news and
events follow us on

Twitter
@RoRInstitute

or sign up for our
email newsletter
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